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Abstract

Over the last decade, Networked Virtual Environment (NVE) applications
have greatly increased in popularity. The first examples of these NVEs were
mainly focussed on creating a virtual community in which users can navigate,
communicate and interact. In recent years, however, gaming related features
such as those found in role-playing games, racing games or first person shoot-
ers have found their way into the world of networked virtual environments.
Additionally, new technologies have been presented which have enabled the
size of these virtual environments to grow exponentially resulting in massive
online virtual communities or games.

Related to the ever increasing size of virtual environments, huge amounts
of data are often needed for representing their visual appearance. Contrary to
earlier systems, where all the data could be stored locally, these new systems
therefore need to resort to deploying large storage capacity servers from which
users can request environment data at runtime. Ideally, transferring this data
to the client needs to be done incrementally so the client can quickly provide an
initial view of the environment. During application runtime, the environment
data is continuously updated based on visibility calculations. In this work
we will be targeting these large-scale dynamic networked virtual communities
where application data needs to be requested at runtime. The main problem
with these kinds of applications is the often disturbing scene buildup artefacts.
The main research topic will therefore be focussed on reducing this scene
buildup time while at the same time providing a high level of image quality
coupled to a satisfactory user experience on both desktop and mobile systems.

The research contributions presented in this thesis focus on three areas:
data representation and streaming, objective Level-of-Detail selection and ren-
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dering on mobile devices. Firstly, we present a novel combined usage of image-
based and geometrical representations in dynamic networked virtual environ-
ments. Our first goal is to present the user with a sufficiently realistic view of
the virtual world as soon as possible while reducing disturbing scene buildup
artifacts as well as guarantee interactive frame rates. We create image-based
representations that are more compact to send than geometrical models so the
client will sooner be able to render a more satisfactory view than if we would
only be using incrementally transmitted models. The image-based models are
also used in combination with traditional LoD techniques to speedup rendering
while maintaining good display quality, which is our second goal. Run-time
measurements of both client processing and network usage show the benefits
of using our system.

Secondly, with regard to objective Level-of-Detail selection, the problem
of rendering large virtual 3D environments at interactive framerates has tradi-
tionally been solved by using polygonal LoD selection techniques, which rely
on a combination of metrics such as distance, projection size and importance.
Our work on hybrid based data representations has shown that image-based
techniques can be used to represent complex models in a compact way, thereby
also decreasing the time needed for rendering. One of the questions that should
be given some more consideration, however, is when to switch from polygonal
rendering to image-based rendering in order to achieve a target framerate.
We explore this topic further and provide a solution using an objective image
quality metric which optimizes render quality. Several measurements, such as
resulting framerate and image quality, are presented to show the benefit of our
solution.

Lastly, in order to allow users to access a large-scale online virtual envi-
ronment at any time or place, some form of mobile access is needed using for
instance a PDA or SmartPhone. We describe our approach for 3D rendering
of a large virtual environment on PDA devices and discuss the main issues
encountered. More specifically, we use the results of our data representation
and LoD selection research in order to limit the memory requirements and
processing power needed. Furthermore, we investigate an alternative render-
ing scenario in which the client’s view is created on a remote render server.
We investigate the benefits and drawbacks of this approach compared to the
local rendering scenario.
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CHAPTER1

Introduction

Over the last decade, Networked Virtual Environment (NVE) applications
have greatly increased in popularity. The first examples of these NVEs were
mainly focussed on creating a virtual community in which users can navigate,
communicate and interact. In recent years, however, gaming related features
such as those found in role-playing games, racing games or first person shoot-
ers have found their way into the world of networked virtual environments.
Additionally, new technologies have been presented which have enabled the
size of these virtual environments to grow exponentially resulting in massive
online virtual communities or games. The most popular examples of these
kinds of large-scale online gaming communities are Second Life [Linden], There
[There], World of Warcraft [Blizzard] and PlanetSide [Sony Online]. Figure
1.1 displays some screenshots of these applications.

Related to the ever increasing size of virtual environments, huge amounts
of data are often needed for representing their visual appearance. Further-
more, as computer systems are getting ever more powerful, users have become
accustomed to very highly detailed visualizations, further adding to the stor-
age and client processing power requirements. Some systems even provide the
ability for user content creation. Contrary to earlier systems, where all the
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Figure 1.1: Screenshots from popular massive online virtual games. From left
to right: Second Life, PlanetSide, World of Warcraft.

data could be stored locally, these new systems therefore need to resort to
deploying large storage capacity servers from which users can request environ-
ment data at runtime. Ideally, transferring this data to the client needs to
be done incrementally so the client can quickly provide an initial view of the
environment. During application runtime, the environment data is continu-
ously updated based on visibility calculations. Furthermore, efficient caching
techniques are needed at client side in order to be able to reuse previously
downloaded data.

1.1 Problem Statement

In this work we will be targeting large-scale dynamic networked virtual com-
munities where application data needs to be requested at runtime. The main
problem with these kinds of applications is the often disturbing scene buildup
artefacts. The main research topic will therefore be focussed on reducing this
scene buildup time while at the same time providing a high level of image
quality coupled to a satisfactory user experience on both desktop and mobile
systems.

Recent evolutions in mobile device capabilities have created a demand for
mobile access to existing online 3D virtual communities. We would like our
users to be able to stay connected to the networked virtual environment at all
times. We will present our solution for accessing and rendering a large scale
3D virtual environment on mobile devices which builds upon the contributions
made for the desktop platform. As the presented solution relies on the avail-
ability of mobile graphics hardware, which is not widely available, we needed
to analyze if a remote rendering solution could be an alternative for devices
without sufficient 3D rendering capabilities.
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In the next section we will provide a more in-depth overview of our con-
tributions.

1.2 Contributions

The research contributions presented in this thesis focus on three areas: data
representation and streaming, objective Level-of-Detail (LoD) selection and
rendering on mobile devices. In this section, we will provide a more detailed
overview of each of these contribution areas.

Data representation and streaming We present a novel combined usage
of image-based and geometrical representations in dynamic networked
virtual environments. Contrary to other research, the type of applica-
tions we target, rely on a continuous streaming of representation data as
the user navigates through the virtual environment. The client has no
prior knowledge of the environment that needs to be rendered and the
objects in the environment can be dynamic or static. Our first goal is to
present the user with a sufficiently realistic view of the virtual world as
soon as possible while reducing disturbing scene buildup artifacts as well
as guarantee interactive frame rates. We create image-based represen-
tations that are more compact to send than geometrical models so the
client will sooner be able to render a more satisfactory view than if we
would only be using incrementally transmitted models. The image-based
models are also used in combination with traditional LoD techniques to
speedup rendering while maintaining good display quality, which is our
second goal.

Objective Level-of-Detail selection The problem of rendering large vir-
tual 3D environments at interactive framerates has traditionally been
solved by using polygonal LoD techniques, for which either a series of
discrete models or one progressive model were determined during pre-
processing. At runtime, several metrics such as distance, projection size
and scene importance are used to scale the objects to such a resolution
that a target framerate is maintained in order to provide a satisfac-
tory user experience. Our work on hybrid based data representations
has however shown that image-based techniques can be used to repre-
sent complex models in a compact way, thereby also decreasing the time
needed for rendering. One of the questions that should be given some
more consideration, however, is when to switch from polygonal rendering
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to image-based rendering. We explore this topic further and provide a
solution using an objective image quality metric which optimizes render
quality.

Rendering on mobile devices In order to allow users to access a large-
scale online virtual environment at any time or place, some form of
mobile access is needed using for instance a PDA or SmartPhone. We
describe our approach for 3D rendering of a large virtual environment
on a PDA and discuss the main issues encountered. More specifically,
we use the results of our data representation and LoD selection research
in order to limit the memory requirements and processing power needed.
Furthermore, we investigate an alternative rendering scenario in which
the client’s view is created on a remote render server. We investigate the
benefits and drawbacks of this approach compared to the local rendering
scenario.

In the following section, an overview will be given of the contents of the
remaining chapters of this thesis.

1.3 Overview

As we will be using Level-of-Detail techniques throughout this work, we will
present an overview of this domain in chapter 2. The most important aspects
related to Level-of-Detail will be introduced. These include, among others,
the difference between discrete and continuous LoD, error metrics that are
traditionally used for LoD selection at run-time and framerate scheduling.
This chapter will focus on geometrical LoD techniques in which polygonal
models are incrementally simplified so as to be able to choose a suitable model
resolution at runtime in order to guarantee an interactive framerate.

Our LoD solution will further make beneficial use of image-based rendering
techniques that have recently been presented. Chapter 3 will therefore present
and discuss several of these techniques. Image-based rendering will enable us
to efficiently represent and render the objects that are present in the virtual
environment. We will focus on a specific technique that will be used in our
further work.

The discussion related to image-based rendering will lead us to our novel
hybrid representation, combining both geometrical and image-based represen-
tations, which will be presented in chapter 4. By using this hybrid repre-
sentation, clients will be able to more quickly render a first view of the vir-
tual environment. Moreover, these compact and incrementally downloadable
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representations will have an extra benefit related to network transmissions,
especially for networks with limited bandwidth. Run-time measurements of
both client processing and network usage will show the benefits of using our
system.

Chapter 5 will provide an answer to the question concerning when to use
image-based representations instead of geometrical ones in order to maximize
image quality while at the same time maintaining an interactive framerate.
Again, several measurements, such as resulting framerate and image quality,
will be presented to show the benefit of our solution.

While the work in earlier chapters was focussed on desktop applications,
chapters 6 and 7 will look at application deployment on mobile devices such as
PDAs and SmartPhones. Since these have much more limited processing power
and network connections, efficient techniques will need to be used for rendering
3D virtual environments. We describe how our hybrid representation strategy
will be used for a seamless integration into the mobile rendering pipeline.
Furthermore, a remote rendering solution will be presented as an alternative
for even less powerful devices. Here, the remotely rendered video stream is
transferred to the device for display.

In the final chapter of this thesis, chapter 8, we will provide some overall
conclusions and give some pointers for future work.
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CHAPTER2

Level of Detail

Throughout the history of computer graphics applications, especially 3D com-
puter games, application designers have had to find a way to balance image
quality with interactive frame rates. In spite of the introduction of ever more
powerful graphics cards, which enable hardware accelerated 3D graphics at
high frame rates, the need for balancing image quality to framerate is still a
very important issue for current applications. Parallel to the hardware evolu-
tion, the software evolution has kept a steady pace. Current 3D applications
often present massive virtual environments which are rendered at high detail.

Rendering each object in the view at full detail is still beyond the reach of
current graphics systems, especially for complex scenes. Therefore, techniques
for reducing the amount of data that needs to be processed for rendering the
view are of utmost importance. These techniques are situated in the domain of
level of detail processing. In general, level of detail for 3D computer graphics
can be defined as using simplifications in order to speed up rendering with-
out introducing too much loss of image quality. These simplifications can be
situated throughout the 3D rendering pipeline and often start in the graph-
ics modeling stage. As this thesis is focussed on multi-resolution models, we
will focus on geometrical LoD in this chapter. Other possibilities for simpli-
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fications in order to speed up rendering could for instance be to dynamically
adapt lighting, shadowing, complicated shaders or physics calculations. These
are however outside the scope of this work.

2.1 Geometry Simplification

The most popular level of detail techniques employ some sort of geometry
simplification so as to reduce the amount of triangles being processed, thereby
also reducing the time needed for rendering a frame. Most geometry simplifi-
cation methods use some kind of error metric in order to select which vertex,
edge or triangle to remove at each simplification step. The most basic error
metric is the 3D geometrical error which strives to preserve the original shape
as good as possible. The Hausdorff distance is one possible way to achieve this
[Luebke 03]. It is defined as the maximum of the minimum distances between
two sets of vertices.

Besides measuring deviations in 3D object space, it is also possible to
analyze difference in appearance by using a screen space error metric. Here,
we analyze the difference between the images generated using different model
resolutions. Since this approach is directly related to the runtime output
fidelity, it is a very useful metric.

Another type of metric which optimizes visual fidelity is the attribute error.
Most of today’s polygonal models store attributes related to color, normals
and texture coordinates. Making sure these do not deviate too much from the
original model is therefore an important part of the geometry simplification
process.

While each of these error metrics is important in itself, using a combina-
tion of these metrics can provide an even more optimal solution. A weighed
combination of each of the chosen error terms needs to be computed in order
to arrive at a new combined error metric value. The weights are chosen in
order to give priority to specific error metrics.

An alternative approach to using a combination of error metrics is to make
a distinction between incremental and total error. Incremental error is deter-
mined between consecutive simplification steps while total error is measured
by comparing the original model with the current simplified version. Different
metrics could be used for the incremental and total error. An option would
for instance be to use an efficient geometrical error for the incremental sim-
plification, while determining the total error using a more compute intensive
screen space metric after a set number of simplification steps.

An example of geometry triangle reduction can be seen in figure 2.1. When
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(a) 9000 triangles (b) 4500 triangles (c) 2250 triangles

(d) 1125 triangles (e) 562 triangles (f) 281 triangles

Figure 2.1: Using geometry simplification to reduce the amount of polygons
being processed. The model’s triangles are reduced by half each step, starting
at 9000 triangles for the original model.

looking at the images of the first two simplification steps, from 9000 to 4500
triangles and from 4500 to 2250 triangles, the reduction in detail is hardly
noticeable. Graphics designers often create their models at a resolution that
is too high. A first step in bringing these models into the application will
therefore often be an initial simplification step which minimizes triangle count
but maximizes image quality. Further simplification steps will then provide a
clear reduction in image quality. However, as objects are further away from
the viewer, less detail is needed for a comparable image quality.

During simplification, two strategies can be used for storing the resulting
multi-resolution model. The most widely used strategy is to store several dis-
crete versions of the model at decreasing resolutions. At runtime, a suitable
version will then be chosen from the available discrete resolution levels. This
approach has the benefit of being very simple to use and requires little pro-
cessing at runtime. Furthermore, it allows for manual optimizations at each
resolution level.

While discrete LoD models provide an easy to use solution, sometimes a
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Figure 2.2: The effect of distance to the viewpoint related to image quality.
The model is comprised of 562 triangles.

finer level of granularity is required. This can be achieved by storing the data
related to each simplification step so the model can be reconstructed at run-
time by starting from a simple base mesh which is incrementally updated by
applying the reverse simplification steps in the correct order. While both stor-
age and runtime processing are more complicated, the main benefits lie in the
ability to finely tune the model resolution to the current needs and the pos-
sibility for progressive streaming of the model. Additionally, view-dependant
simplification can be used to optimize the resolution across a single model
based on the current visibility. Because this is even more time consuming, it
is only used for terrain rendering, for which it can be specifically optimized.

2.2 LoD Selection

After multi-resolution models have been created during pre-processing, run-
time selection of which model resolution to use is an important following issue.
A multitude of possible factors can be taken into account for this decision
[Luebke 03]:

Distance The most obvious factor to take into account is the distance of the
object to the viewpoint. Although this is a very simple and efficient
technique, care should be taken to select the most suitable point on the
object for determining the distance to it. Otherwise, operations such as
object rotation could cause disturbing popping artefacts. The effect of
distance on the resulting image quality can be seen in figure 2.2. From
this figure it is very clear that when the object is further away, the lower
model resolution delivers an acceptable image quality.

Screen size While distance is a popular LoD selection factor, it is sensitive
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to changes in display resolution, object scaling and field of view. An
alternative could therefore be to base LoD selection on the projected
screen size of an object. While this is a more accurate solution, it can
also be computationally expensive. Most systems therefore use a lower
resolution bounding volume, such as a bounding box, for determining
the projection size.

Priority The set of objects present in the virtual environment can be divided
into two categories: background objects and interaction objects. Back-
ground objects are only present for enrichment of the visual appearance
of the environment while interaction objects draw much more attention
of the users. Objects will therefore be given priority based on their func-
tion within the application. This priority is then taken into account
when determining a suitable LoD.

Hysteresis LoD selection factors such as distance and screen size can in-
troduce switching artefacts when LoD selection fluctuates between two
resolution levels. A possible solution is to introduce a lag into the LoD
selection so that a lower LoD is selected slightly above the threshold
while a higher LoD is selected slightly below the threshold. This intro-
duced lag is called the hysteresis.

Environmental conditions In order to hide the fact that only a limited
part of the environment is rendered, most applications use some sort of
fogging technique which blends the far geometry into the background.
As objects move deeper into this fogging area, LoD levels can be further
decreased without noticeable artefacts.

Perceptual factors The human visual system is less sensitive for detail when
objects are moving. Therefore, object detail can be reduced during ob-
ject or viewpoint motion. This can be done relative to the speed with
which this action is being performed. Another aspect of human vision
relates to the difference in attention to detail between the center and the
edges of the view. As objects are closer to the edges of the view, LoD
levels can be lowered.

Performance The whole point to using LoD techniques is to improve perfor-
mance while optimizing visual fidelity. Measuring the performance and
taking this into account while selecting a suitable LoD is therefore the
most important LoD selection factor. A simple solution is to measure
the current frame render time after each frame and adjusting the LoD
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selection process accordingly in order to regulate the frame rate. While
this is a very efficient approach, it does not react well to sudden changes
in scene contents, which can for instance occur during fast viewpoint
rotation. When this happens, the user can experience a sudden increase
in frame render times. It would be better to adjust the LoD selection
based on a prediction of the contents of future frames. Obviously this is
a much more complicated solution which introduces increased process-
ing. However, when framerate regulation is an important requirement,
using such a predictive frame rate scheduler is the only solution. Flight
simulator applications for example have this kind of requirement so as
to avoid motion sickness.

As with geometry simplification, an effective combination of each of these
factors needs to be found in order to get the desired result. Furthermore, care
should be taken when switching between different resolution levels. When
transitions involve either a large reduction or increase in detail, popping arte-
facts can occur. Popular solutions involve some sort of blending technique
such as alpha blending the different versions or geomorphing for continuous
LoD. Unfortunately, alpha blending involves rendering both resolutions during
transition, which defeats the purpose of LoD switching. Geomorphing works
by gradually moving vertices to their target position and is most often used for
terrain rendering applications. In general however, these blending techniques
are avoided in the interest of runtime efficiency.

2.3 Progressive Meshes

Much research has already gone into geometry simplification. The Progressive
Mesh (PM) representation, first proposed by Hoppe et al. in [Hoppe 96] is
currently one of the most used techniques for multi-resolution model repre-
sentation. It has even been included in the DirectX SDK [Microsoft] which
is widely used in game development. The progressive mesh technique handles
problems related to geometry simplification, progressive transmission, com-
pression and selective refinement.

The approach taken with regard to geometry simplification is based solely
on edge collapses. Figure 2.3 shows how this edge collapse is performed. Ba-
sically, the two vertices which make up the edge, vs and vt, are merged and
invalid triangles are removed. During each simplification step, an edge collapse
is selected that minimizes an energy metric that tries to keep the simplified
model as close as possible to the original model. Unlike previous simplification
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Figure 2.3: Progressive meshes are constructed by performing edge collapses.
Reconstruction is performed by applying the reverse vertex split operation
[Hoppe 96].

methods, this procedure seeks to preserve not just the geometry of the mesh
surface, but also its overall appearance, which is determined by for instance
colors, normals and texture coordinates. This edge collapse process continues
until a coarse and compact base mesh is created. The inverse transformation,
using a collection of vertex splits, is used to incrementally reconstruct the full
resolution mesh.

During reconstruction, geomorphing can be easily performed by animating
the vertex splits so their vertex positions are linearly interpolated between the
source and target positions. Furthermore, not only vertex positions, but also
vertex attributes such as color and texture coordinates can be interpolated in
the geomorphing process.

By storing a collection of vertex splits next to a compact base mesh, pro-
gressive transmission can be easily supported. When a model is requested,
the base mesh is first sent to the requesting client who can use this base mesh
for rendering a rough approximation of the final model. Following this, a
stream of vertex splits is sent that can be used to incrementally update this
mesh. This way, the model is gradually improved until the desired resolution
is reached. In order to speed up transmission, compression can reduce the
amount of data needed for transmission of the vertex splits. The most basic
scheme involves delta coding of the new vertex positions and attributes.

For specific applications, selective refinement can effectively reduce the
amount of data sent to the graphics card in order to improve rendering perfor-
mance. Progressive meshes allow for selective refinement by only allowing ver-
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tex split operations for vertices that are important for the current viewpoint.
Note that this can also be used in combination with progressive transmission.

The use of an energy metric for selecting which edge to collapse is the most
important benefit of using this approach. It actually allows for a wide range
of algorithms to be supported, with varying trade-offs between performance
complexity and output quality. However, since progressive mesh creation is
normally performed in a preprocessing stage, it is often better to use a more
optimal but slower algorithm. The energy metric proposed in [Hoppe 96]
tries to preserve both geometry and vertex attributes as good as possible.
Compared to other techniques, the progressive mesh simplification was shown
to preserve visual appearance much better while minimizing polygon count.

In the years following the original publication, several extensions and im-
provements have been published regarding progressive meshes. In an extension
to the original paper, Hoppe has presented data structures and algorithms for
efficient implementation of progressive meshes [Hoppe 98]. Later on, this work
was merged into the DirectX SDK.

Popovic et al. [Popović 97] have extended the PM representation to the
progressive simplicial complexes (PSC) representation which allows for topol-
ogy changes by making use of a more general refinement transformation that
can handle a larger class of mesh types. The base mesh can now be reduced
to a single vertex while the technique retains all the advantages of PM.

Garland et al. [Garland 97] describes a much faster quadric error metric
(QEM) for use during geometry simplification that still produces high qual-
ity results. They also introduce the concept of pair collapses which allows
merging of non-connected vertices. This can provide much better approxima-
tions for models which are made up of many disconnected parts. Erikson and
Manocha extend on this QEM by also preserving surface area [Erikson 99].
They further automatically determine switching distances for LoD rendering.
Hoppe has included an even more improved version of this quadric metric into
the progressive geometry representation [Hoppe 99][Hoppe 00]. Improvements
were made regarding storage requirements, performance and accuracy is the
resulting simplified meshes.

Finally, with regard to texture mapping progressive meshes, Sander et al.
have presented a texture parametrization for PM sequences which minimizes
both texture stretch and texture deviation [Sander 01]. Using this approach
for texture meshes delivers even better quality approximations.

In our work we have chosen to use LoD models based on the progressive
mesh representation. Our implementation uses the quadric error metric for
fast model simplification while preserving a high output quality. We use the
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progressive streaming facilities for incremental updating of models that are
requested from a content server.

In recent years, geometric model triangles have become so small that the
processing of their three vertices and the rasterization are done for shading
only one pixel. An alternative rendering method called image-based rendering
has therefore been getting a lot of attention with regard to its application for
level of detail. In the following chapter we will present an overview of this new
domain and highlight the techniques which are important for our work.
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CHAPTER3

Image-Based Rendering

Current hardware and software limitations often limit the amount of realism
that can be achieved. This is especially true for real-time applications. These
applications, where render time is of great importance, have less freedom to use
techniques like shading (lighting, shadows), transparency, reflections (mirrors),
etc. Also, as presented in the previous chapter, the geometric representations
have to be created so they take less time to render. Moreover, even applications
that don’t rely on interactive frame render times have a hard time to achieve
total realism. Raytracing is one of the most popular techniques for rendering
realistic images. It involves sending out rays for every pixel in the final image
and tracing them through the virtual environment in order to determine what
object is visible at this pixel and how that object is lit or shaded. Although
raytracing tries to use physically correct lighting calculations, the result is
often too good: edges and shadows seem to be too hard. A possible solution to
this is called distributed raytracing in which multiple rays are sent out for each
pixel. Although this produces more realistic images, even more computation
time is needed, which usually prevents interactive rendering times.

Although current hardware accelerator designs have greatly improved the
quality of the resulting real-time generated images, there is still a lack of
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realism. Furthermore, the triangles are getting smaller and smaller, even ap-
proaching pixel size. It seems very inefficient to represent such small surfaces
that only contribute to one pixel in the final image. This is where image-based
rendering can provide a solution. In general, image-based rendering uses im-
ages, called reference images, to create new images. Each pixel in the reference
images usually contains color information, but other information such as depth
and normals can also be included. The reference images are transformed to
form a new image that represents a novel view. The image-based rendering
approach can be distinguished from traditional polygonal rendering in that it
skips the generation of a geometric model by going straight from images to
images. When the transformation involved is simple and efficient, processing
time can be greatly reduced.

The main advantages of image-based rendering can be summarized as fol-
lows:

Performance The main benefit lies in the fact that render time is less de-
pendant on scene complexity. Transforming images into a new view is
less dependant from the model complexity than rendering traditional
geometric models. When detail is added in the model, it is possible
that more information needed, but this will usually have a limited effect
on the render time. This means that for rendering large models, image-
based rendering can be a much faster solution without introducing visual
degradation.

Realism A higher degree of realism can be achieved. This results from the
fact that images from the real world could be used instead of images
generated from geometry. The lack of realism in geometry generated
images often results from the fact that they are either too perfect or
lacking in detail. The subtle imperfections that are present in the real
world are extremely difficult to simulate.

Modeling Faster and more realistic modeling is possible. Traditional model-
ing techniques often require extensive amounts of work to get a reason-
able approximation of an object. This modeling has to be done by skilled
computer graphics experts and often costs a lot of time and money. Tak-
ing pictures from real world objects is a job that can be done by virtually
everyone. This means that image-based modeling opens up interesting
possibilities for a much larger range of people than traditional modeling
techniques.
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Conversely, image-based rendering also suffers from the following main
drawbacks:

Storage Navigating through a computer generated environment requires the
creation of new views of the environment. The simplest way to do this
by using images as the underlying model, is storing a single image for
every possible view. This requires a huge amount of storage if we want
the navigation to appear smooth. Besides this, the fact that acquiring
all those images is difficult and time consuming for even simple environ-
ments is probably a much greater drawback to this approach. A solution
to this problem is to take discrete and representative samples of the envi-
ronment. By doing this, we reduce storage requirements, but we increase
the time it takes to generate new views and, even more important, the
resulting image quality can be affected. The amount of storage has to
be balanced against the render time and image quality to find the most
efficient solution.

Occlusions Using multiple reference images provides us with new information
that can be used to resolve occlusions. An image is a discrete 2D view
of the environment and thus has depth complexity of one. If an object
has an overlap with another object, there is a part of the overlapped
object that is not represented in the image. Creating a new view that
exposes this occluded part will produce gaps where there is insufficient
information about the environment.

Static Lighting Reference images capture static lighting conditions for the
sampled environment. Although complex lighting calculations like the
ones for shading are no longer necessary because the lighting information
is implicitly contained in the reference images, viewing the environment
under changing lighting conditions is a more complicated task which
often involves calculating surface normal information. Related to this
problem is the creation of realistic shadow effects.

While these drawbacks seem inhibitive at first, many solutions have already
been presented for alleviating them. In section 3.4 we will look at some of the
most popular image-based techniques which try to solve these problems.

The concept of image-based rendering has already shown some of its ben-
efits in the evolution of computer graphics applications. The next section will
present some of the most popular and widely used techniques.
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3.1 Early Applications

The basic idea behind image-based rendering is to use images as a substitute
for geometry. A widely used technique following this idea is called texture
mapping. Images are mapped onto simple geometric objects like triangles,
quads, spheres and cylinders. In this way texture maps replace the underlying
geometry by providing a reasonable approximation in the form of images. A
drawback to this approach is that these textures are flat. Textures seen at
an oblique angle often reveal this fact. Also the lack of view-motion parallax
contributes to the flat appearance of textures. View-motion parallax helps the
observer to perceive depth because of differences in motion between surfaces
that are closer or further from the observer.

Texture maps have been extended to bump maps. Bump mapping tries to
enhance a flat texture map by applying small perturbations to the surface nor-
mals. This simulates small bumps on the surface because these perturbations
change the way the light is reflected by the underlying surface. A related
technique called normal mapping extends the bump mapping technique by
providing more detailed information regarding light interactions.

Another technique, called environment mapping, is used to render reflec-
tive objects. The object shows reflections from its surroundings, which is
represented as a set of images. Environment mapping was designed to make
realistic reflections possible, thus environment maps are observed indirectly. A
derived technique called QuickTimeVR [Chen 95] uses the same sort of maps
for direct viewing. The QuickTimeVR system is a commercially available sys-
tem [Apple] that uses 360-degree cylindrical panoramic images. This enables
viewing of the environment from a fixed position. Horizontal rotation is un-
constrained, but vertical rotation is limited by the height of the cylindrical
panorama. Zooming is performed by image magnification. Lastly, Navigation
is supported by ‘hopping’ to different panoramic images.

Early image-based attempts at navigating through an environment used a
movie-based approach [Lippman 80]. This approach worked by recording sev-
eral paths through the environment. The user can only navigate along these
predefined paths. Unfortunately, a huge amount of data is needed and naviga-
tion through the environment is limited to the recorded paths. More analogous
to the QuickTimeVR approach, movies can be used instead of panoramic im-
ages [Chen 95]. Navigation is simulated by a bi-directional transition movie
between two panoramic movies. As noted earlier, the largest drawback for
these techniques is the amount of storage that is required.
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3.2 Image-Based Data Acquisition

The best possible result would be achieved if images from the real world could
be used as reference images. Acquiring that kind of images involves taking
photographs which are transferred to a computer. Although this process deliv-
ers real-world images, those images are not necessarily of good image quality.
First of all, the photographer has to make sure all the conditions involving
lighting are checked. Otherwise the image could for instance be too light or
too dark. Secondly the development and scanning of the photographs has to
be accurately controlled to make sure the image we get on a computer screen is
an accurate copy of the real view. All the details behind these considerations
are outside the scope of this thesis, but it is important to know that getting
images from the real world into a computer is not a trivial task.

While using images from the real world is obviously the best solution to
achieve realism, images generated from geometry are also very useful. For
instance, when viewing a computer generated model from such distances that
the individual polygons that make up the model are projected to near-pixel
or even sub-pixel sizes, image-based representations can be used to render the
same view much more efficiently.

Other benefits of computer generated images are situated in the domain
of camera calibration. Most image-based techniques require some information
about the position and orientation of the camera for each reference image. As
far as real world images are concerned, the specification of the exact center of
projection and image plane basis vectors is not so trivial. The camera has to be
carefully tracked to determine its position and orientation. It is also possible,
but rather difficult, to determine the camera parameters from correspondences
between reference images, as described by McMillan [McMillan 97]. On the
other hand, using computer generated images has the great benefit that all
these parameters are easily and accurately determined.

Another advantage of using computer generated images relates to the diffi-
culty in controlling the lighting conditions during the capture stage. Generat-
ing reference images from a computer model greatly improves control over the
lighting of the environment. We could even render the environment without
lighting calculations. This results in a reference image that only shows the
actual color of the rendered surfaces.

Finally, some techniques require depth information for every pixel in a
reference image. For real-world images this can be acquired using laser range
scanning cameras [3DCGI]. Again, computer rendering software has the ability
to output more accurate depth information for every pixel.
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3.3 Reconstruction: 3D Image Warping

McMillan first proposed the fundamental 3D image warping equation which
can be used to efficiently render new views based on a series of reference depth
images [McMillan 97]. Image warping is a technique that creates new views
from reference images. It is subdivided into two categories: inverse warping
and forward warping. Inverse warping is closely related to traditional ray
casting. The ray casting approach sends out rays from every pixel to find the
surface that will be visible at that pixel. Likewise, inverse warping starts from
the destination pixels and tries to find out what pixel from the reference images
will be warped to this location. Although this last technique delivers the most
accurate results, the algorithms behind it are much more time consuming and
a lot harder to implement in hardware than forward warping.

Forward warping on the other hand has received a lot of interest in the
image-based world. In this approach the pixels are warped from the reference
images to the destination image. Contrary to inverse warping, it is possible
that pixels that are warped fall outside the destination image or that several
pixels get warped to the same location. Warping these pixels that will later
be overwritten seams redundant, but we have no way of knowing which pixels
do not have to be warped without resorting back to inverse warping. Neglect-
ing this drawback, forward warping has considerable advantages compared
to inverse warping. The greatest advantage is that the algorithm is largely
incremental and inexpensive. It can even benefit from current hardware accel-
erators, as will be discussed in section 3.4.2. This means that forward warping
has great potential for easy integration into the current graphics pipeline.

The fundamental 3D image warping technique presented by McMillan fo-
cuses on using a single perspective projection reference image. It is based on
the general planar-pinhole camera model in which each pixel in the perspective
projection image can be placed into a one-to-one correspondence with a ray
originating from the Center Of Projection (COP) Ċ. From figure 3.1 we can
see that this ray ~d can be calculated as in equation 3.1.

~d = u~a+ v~b+ ~c (3.1)

The information seen along each ray originates from some point Ẋ in the
Euclidian space which is part of a model that is positioned in the virtual envi-
ronment. In terms of the vectors ~a, ~b and ~c and the COP Ċs, the coordinates
of Ẋ can be expressed as:

Ẋ = Ċs + tsPs~xs = Ċs + ts~ds (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Euclidian space point Ẋ seen from COP Ċ [Oliveira 00].

Figure 3.2: Euclidian space point Ẋ seen from source and target COP
[Oliveira 00].

The vector ~xs in this equation is a vector that represents the image co-
ordinate of the intersection of ~ds with the image plane. The factor ts scales
the vector ~ds to make it coincident with the point Ẋ. Finally, the factor Ps

represents the source camera parameters, defined by ~as, ~bs and ~cs (also see
figure 3.2).

By using a reference image, also called the source image, the goal is to
view the point Ẋ from a new COP Ċt, as shown in figure 3.2. This new view
corresponds to a new image which we will call the target image with COP Ċt.
Expressing Ẋ in terms of both the source and target images and solving for
the unknown target coordinates ~xt, which represents the intersection of the
ray coming from Ċt and the target image plane, brings us to the fundamental
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3D image warping equation 3.3.

~xt =̇ P−1
t δ(~xs)(Ċs − Ċt) + P−1

t Ps~xs (3.3)

McMillan introduced the symbol =̇ to represent the equivalence relation-
ship meaning “equal down to some non-zero scale factor”, which enables the
equation to be simplified into the form presented in 3.3 by eliminating the ts
and tt factors. Similarly to Ps, Pt represents the target camera parameters
corresponding to the target image.

The last factor to be discussed is the generalized disparity value δ(~xs).
Using forward warping we iterate over all pixels of a reference image. For
every pixel we need the generalized disparity value. McMillan has deduced
how to calculate this value by using equation 3.4. In this equation, r is the
distance from the source COP to the space point Ẋ.

δ(~xs) =
|Ps~xs|
r

(3.4)

The generalized disparity term thus only depends on data related to the
source image. This means that it can be calculated and stored in advance for
every pixel in the reference image. At render time the information about the
source and target images together with the generalized disparity can then be
plugged into the warping equation.

By further analyzing equation 3.3 it can be seen that the generalized dis-
parity value determines how translating the COP affects where points are seen
on the target viewing plane. This means that the first term of the sum denotes
the translation of the source pixel to the target pixel starting from ~Xs. On
the other hand, the second term determines how orientation changes affect
positions of projected points on the image plane.

3.3.1 Factorization of 3D Image Warping

The 3D image warping presented in the previous section provides a simple and
correct algorithm but it does not take advantage of current computer graphics
hardware accelerators which could mean a great improvement in render time.
Moreover, the integration of image-based rendering into the current computer
graphics pipeline would be much easier. Oliveira has therefore investigated
the possibility of using hardware texture mapping operations for image-based
rendering. He presented a factorization of McMillan’s 3D image warping which
consists of a pre-warp followed by conventional texture mapping [Oliveira 00].
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The idea of a factorization comes from the fact that the 3D image warping
can be divided into two parts as mentioned in the previous section. One part
can be seen as a per-pixel shift proportional to δ(~xs). The other part involves
a planar perspective transformation, which is essentially a texture mapping
operation. The pre-warp handles the per-pixel shift in the reference images.
Pixels are shifted to positions in the reference image as if they were viewed
from the target COP. The texture mapping then maps the pre-warped image
onto a polygon that has the same position, orientation and dimensions as the
reference image plane.

Oliveira has derived two one-dimensional pre-warp equations by asking the
following question:

“What coordinates (ut, vt) should the source pixels (us, vs) have
so that a view of such a flat distorted image on the source image
plane from the target COP would be identical to a 3D image warp
of the source image onto the target image plane?”

Resulting from this are the pre-warping equations:

ut =
us + q1δ(~xs)
1 + q3δ(~xs)

(3.5)

vt =
vs + q2δ(~xs)
1 + q3δ(~xs)

(3.6)

The factors q1, q2 and q3 in these equations are constants that are calcu-
lated for given configurations of source and target cameras. These coefficients
thus only have to be calculated once before warping an image to a new target
image. We can further reduce the computation for each source pixel by using
lookups which involves quantizing the disparity values in a pre-processing step.
The reciprocal of the denominator, namely 1 + q3δ(~xs), and the expressions
q1δ(~xs) and q2δ(~xs) are then stored in lookup tables. Since the rest of the
calculations are done in hardware, a considerable speedup can be achieved.

Instead of using perspective projection images, Oliveira furthermore de-
rives even more simple coefficients for the case of parallel projection reference
images. These kinds of reference images are called relief textures. In this case,
the generalized disparity is replaced by a quantity called displacement which
measures the distance from the observed point to the image plane where the
point is observed. A main benefit of using parallel projection reference images
is related to the constant sampling density across the entire image. These re-
lief texture can be used for efficient model representation as will be explained
in section 3.4.
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3.3.2 Reconstruction Problems

Both 3D image warping and its factorization suffer from two main problems
involving reconstruction of the target image. In short, these reconstruction
problems are:

Visibility has to be determined when more than one source pixel is warped to
the same target pixel. This results from the fact that 3D image warping
is often a many-to-one mapping of points in the reference image(s) to
points in the target image.

Image resampling is a problem arising from the fact that we are working
with discrete samples to reconstruct a continuous function. The main
difficulty here is handling insufficient data.

Visibility

Resolving visibility involves selecting the most appropriate sample from a col-
lection of samples that have been warped to the same position. This drawback
is inherent to forward warping. Inverse warping on the other hand has a one-
to-one mapping of target pixels to source pixels, but this technique is too time
consuming as mentioned earlier.

The traditional way of resolving visibility would be to select the sample
that is closest to the target COP. This is analogous to the popular z-buffer
approach, and would involve calculating target depth values. McMillan has
however presented an algorithm for more efficient visibility calculation by es-
tablishing a warping order that guarantees correct visibility [McMillan 97].
The algorithm can be compared to a simple painter’s algorithm in which sur-
faces are drawn in back-to-front order. This assures that the last pixel warped
to a target pixel represents the point that is closest to the COP.

The central part of the visibility algorithm is the position of the so called
epipole. The epipole is the projection of the target COP onto the source image
plane. For perspective projection reference images the projection is determined
by using the source COP as the center of projection as shown in figure 3.3.
The position of the epipole is used to divide the source image into 1, 2 or 4
sheets for which the pixels will be warped in a particular order. Using this
so called occlusion compatible warping order ensures that the correct pixels
will be visible in the resulting image without introducing too much additional
processing.

For parallel projection reference images, this visibility algorithm has to
be adapted because the shift of the epipole resulting from the position of the
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Figure 3.3: The epipole: projection of target COP onto the source image plane
[McMillan 97].

target COP in front of or behind the source COP does not occur [Oliveira 00].
The projection of the target COP onto the source image plane is namely just
an orthographic projection onto the source image plane. A warping order for
parallel projection images is therefore defined starting at the borders of the
image and progressing towards the epipole.

Image Resampling

Ideally we would like to have continuous reference images that could be warped
to the new view plane. The resulting continuous image would then have to
be resampled for viewing on the screen. Unfortunately a computer can only
work with discrete reference images. Warping such images can result in new
views that have missing information. This missing information originates from
surfaces that have not been adequately sampled or occluded in the reference
image resulting in gaps in the target image. The opposite of this case can
also occur: surfaces that should not be visible become visible because the
surface that should occlude it is badly sampled or does not even appear in the
reference image.

One simple way of reducing the effects of undersampling is to just increase
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the resolution of the reference image. This way more information is available.
Unfortunately, this approach increases memory requirements and render time.
A hierarchical approach is a possible solution for render time, but it still
increases storage requirements. Occluded surfaces can be captured in another
reference image but this requires more storage as well as render time.

For single reference images there are two general techniques to handle these
kinds of missing information. The first technique, called splatting, was first
introduced by Westover as a technique for volume rendering [Westover 90]. In
the splatting approach, every warped pixel is not just drawn as a single pixel.
Instead, a so called footprint is calculated for each warped pixel which tries
to fill in possible missing information by spreading out the warped pixels over
several target pixels. The selection of the footprint can for instance be made
in function of the depth value of the warped pixel. Such a simple approach
can deliver satisfactory results, but is prone to aliasing. Footprints based
on spherical Gaussian basis functions [McMillan 97] or using alpha blending
would be better alternatives, but also require more processing time.

While splatting can resolve small gaps, it does not deal well with exposure
errors. Exposure errors usually create much larger gaps that can not simply
be filled using the splatting technique. The second technique, meshing, deals
with all sorts of gaps. Meshing consists of fitting an opaque colored solid
polygon to all neighboring pixels in the reference image. This technique has the
added benefit that rendering these polygons can be done using conventional
hardware graphics accelerators. These accelerators can also deal with color
interpolation across the polygon to achieve a better result. Unfortunately, this
technique causes skins to be formed between surfaces that are not supposed to
be connected which results in occlusion errors. These skins are often formed
at edges determined by depth discontinuities in the reference image. It can
be dealt with by marking these edge pixels so they will not be connected with
neighboring pixels that belong to another surface. Another drawback of the
meshing approach is situated in the case where much of the polygons are draw
at sub-pixel size. Rendering all these tiny polygons creates a lot of overhead.

For relief texture mapping, the 1D nature of the pre-warp equations en-
ables a simpler linear interpolation technique to be used [Oliveira 00]. The
resampling is split up into a horizontal and a vertical pass. During both
passes the colors of the pre-warped pixels are linearly interpolated to fill up
possible gaps. An artifact similar to the skin forming when using the meshing
approach is also present in this technique. It can likewise be solved by marking
depth discontinuities.
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3.4 Model Representation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, warping from a single reference image
can result in large gaps where surfaces are not sampled. While the meshing and
splatting solutions presented in the previous chapter can be used to resolve
the smaller gaps, large gaps require a different approach. These large gaps
are usually formed because of unsampled surfaces. The better solution is to
sample these surfaces in a new reference image. This way the occlusion and
often related exposure errors can be resolved.

The techniques presented in this chapter all deal with efficient storage and
rendering using multiple reference images. Some focus on representations for
single objects, while others can be used for representations of entire environ-
ments. A categorization can be made into storage techniques that are essen-
tially database approaches and techniques that rely on reconstruction methods
using as little data as possible. The former has large memory requirements
while the latter requires more processing time. Both have it’s advantages as
will be pointed out throughout this section.

3.4.1 Layered Depth Images

This first technique, Layered Depth Images (LDI), tries to provide information
of occluded surfaces using essentially only one special kind of reference image
[Shade 98]. An LDI does not only record the first space point that is seen
along a ray, but also space points that lie further along the ray. This way,
occluded regions can be captured in one representation.

An LDI consists of layered depth pixels. Layered depth pixels are lists of
depth pixels which are sorted in front to back order according to their depth.
The construction of an LDI starts by choosing the camera parameters and
COP that will be used for the LDI. Next all collected reference depth images
are warped to the camera view of the LDI. When samples are warped to the
same position, their depths are compared. A depth threshold is defined to
determine whether the pixels can be viewed as representing the same space
point so they must be merged.

Warping from an LDI has two important benefits to warping from a col-
lection of single depth reference images. The first is that the memory require-
ments for an LDI do not grow linearly with the number of reference images.
Redundant information can be avoided because samples that are represented
in multiple reference images are merged in the LDI. Furthermore, resulting
from the fact that less depth pixels will be stored, render times will also be
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reduced. The creation of the LDI can be done in preprocessing so at render
time we just have less samples to warp.

A second benefit is that McMillan’s occlusion compatible warping order
can still be used to obtain correct visibility while for multiple reference images
this would entail using a z-buffer strategy. Warping thus is done similar to the
warping technique presented in the previous chapter. The warping proceeds
identical to warping a normal reference image, but for each layered depth pixel
the depth pixels are warped in back to front order.

There are also some disadvantages related to using an LDI. A first one is
that the pixels undergo two resampling steps: from the reference images to
the LDI and from the LDI to the target image. This can cause degradation of
the image quality. Another disadvantage is the fact that all the samples are
represented relative to the same camera view. Adding samples from a view
that is oriented perpendicular to the view plane of the LDI results in a large
increase of the number of layers. Also, when the depth threshold is chosen too
large, the full sampling density of the reference image will not be represented
in the LDI. Complex models such as trees would need a suitable threshold
in order to capture the full depth complexity of the model. For this kind of
model, the number of layers can go up to more than 10.

LDI Tree

One of the largest drawbacks is the fixed resolution of the LDI which means
the sampling rates of the reference images will not be preserved during the
creation of the LDI. A solution for this was put forth in [Chang 99] where
the authors suggest using a hierarchical space partitioning scheme for storing
LDIs. An octree is used which stores an LDI in each of its nodes. Each LDI
contains information only about the samples positioned in the region of space
represented by the node. Note that because of the square form of the octree
regions, the authors have had to use parallel projection LDI’s. Unfortunately,
the occlusion compatible warping order does not work for this approach.

Image-Based Objects

The Image-Based Object (IBO) representation [Oliveira 99] is an extension
to the LDI representation in that it is a single model representation using 6
LDIs, one for each of the object‘s bounding box sides. While the original LDI
approach was intended for viewing positions that lie within a region around
the LDI’s COP, this new approach aims to produce arbitrary views of the
observed object. The six LDIs all share the same COP and their image planes
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4: A single model represented by relief textures. (a) original geometry
(b) relief textures for each side of the bounding box (c) result after warping.

correspond to each of the six sides of the bounding box. During reconstruction,
the LDIs are warped in a specific order to guarantee correct visibility.

Image-Based Objects can be arbitrarily scaled, positioned and rotated
which enables the placement several different IBOs in the same virtual en-
vironment. To obtain correct results, the IBOs must be rendered in an order
that preserves visibility without resorting back to a z-buffer approach. In
the same way, conventional geometric models that are placed in the environ-
ment can be rendered together with the IBOs. The algorithm behind all this,
however, assumes that there are no interpenetrating objects.

3.4.2 Relief Texture Mapped Objects

The Relief Texture Mapped Objects (RTMO) approach [Oliveira 00] makes use
of the factorization of 3D image warping that was described in the previous
chapter. Its primary use is the representation of single objects, similar to the
IBO approach. An object is represented by six relief textures instead of 6 LDIs.
The image planes of these relief textures are the six sides of a box surrounding
the object. These relief textures sample the inside of the bounding box. By
using parallel projection camera’s, the enclosed object is uniformly sampled.
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show how the relief textures are captured from the
original object’s bounding box.

Reconstructing new views of an object means pre-warping and texture
mapping the relief textures onto their own image planes. Not all of the relief
textures are needed, though. Only the sides of the bounding box that are
visible from the new viewpoint need to be warped. This means a maximum
of three relief textures are warped for each new view.
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(a) Original (b) RTM 512 (c) RTM 256 (d) RTM 128

(e) RTM 64 (f) RTM 32 (g) RTM 16 (h) RTM 8

Figure 3.5: A relief texture mapped object represented at decreasing resolu-
tions.

Just warping each relief texture to its own image plane is not enough
however. During pre-warp, samples can be warping outside the boundaries
of the image plane. To make sure these samples are not lost, which would
mean gaps could be produced, these so called outliers can be mapped onto a
neighboring texture. Using parallel projection images oriented perpendicular
to each other now has the advantage that there is a direct correspondence
between the displacement value of a pixel in a face and the column index of
the pixel related to the same observed point in a neighboring face. Pre-warping
a face to a neighboring face thus involves first converting displacement values
to column indices and column indices to displacement values, and secondly
pre-warping the face as if it was the neighboring face.

Figure 3.4(c) shows the result after warping and rendering the visible relief
textures. Note that it clearly exhibits artefacts related to insufficient sampling
density, even when using information from neighboring faces. A possible solu-
tion for eliminating these artefacts is to simply increase the resolution of the
relief textures. While this increases visual fidelity, as can be seen in figure 3.5,
it also increases processing time. Care should therefore be taken to balance
output quality with processing requirements.

Like IBOs, RTMOs can be positioned, scaled and rotated at will. RTMOs
however have the added benefit that their warping algorithm can use hardware
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graphics accelerators to speed up rendering. Also, Oliveira discusses a solution
for interpenetrations between RTMOs and polygonal objects. We can conclude
that while the LDI based approaches provide a more accurate solution for the
occlusion and exposure errors, relief textures give a good approximation while
being much less time consuming.

An extension to the relief texture mapping approach was presented by
Parilov et al. [Parilov 02]. Suitably named Layered Relief Textures (LRT),
this new technique combines the idea of multiple samples per pixel of LDIs
with the fast hardware assisted warping benefit of relief texture mapping. The
authors also introduce an alternative solution for handling outliers which scales
and translates the target polygon and texture to fit the outliers.

Fujita et al. [Fujita 02] transfer part of the pre-warp operation to a pixel
shader by generating and rendering an offset map from the source data. They
also incorporate dynamic shading into the RTM approach by supplying a
normal map next to the depth map. This combination allows for per-pixel
reflection mapping but increases storage requirements.

3.5 Discussion

As the main topic of this thesis is improving model representation, streaming
and rendering for networked virtual environments, we focus on using image-
based representations captured from traditional geometrical representations.
This means the way the models are stored must enable fast retrieval of the
required data as well as limited render time. Furthermore, to facilitate the
integration of image-based techniques, their range of representation should be
sufficiently general and they should be easily combinable with current geomet-
ric approaches.

Both the IBO and RTMO approaches are suitable for representing single
objects as well as complete scenes. This makes them very useful for a wide
range of applications. However, the RTMO representation is the preferred
one in our case because it uses geometric techniques and hardware accelera-
tion which means it can much more easily be integrated into the conventional
graphics pipeline. Moreover, as we will see in the next chapter, its represen-
tation allows for efficient network transmission based on user requirements at
application run-time.

The render times of image-based models are fairly constant and rely on the
resolution of the reference images instead of polygon count. This means that
for large models, image-based rendering can be much faster without visual
degradation. For closeup viewing of detailed models, however, conventional
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Figure 3.6: The effect of distance to the viewpoint related to image quality for
relief texture mapped models. The model is comprised of relief textures with
a resolution of 64 by 64 pixels.

polygon rendering is often still preferred. An example of this can be seen
in figure 3.6. Clearly, the low resolution of the relief textures affects the
quality of nearby objects while objects further away display less artefacts.
This observation leads us to our new hybrid model representation strategy
which will be presented and analyzed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER4

Hybrid Representations

Current research into rendering large model data and Networked Virtual En-
vironments (NVEs) has been focussing mostly on systems where the client
has all the information on disk before the rendering starts. Recently, how-
ever, some commercial systems, including some MMORPGs and other online
virtual communities such as Second Life [Linden] and There [There], have
adopted the strategy of dynamically downloading the environment data that
is needed to render the next view to the clients at run-time. This has been
made possible by the increase in residential broadband connections. Several
observations support the belief that we can expect more systems to start using
such a strategy.

A first observation is that online environments have evolved into using
large scale dynamic worlds for which content is continuously changing. Pro-
viding the users with all the data beforehand has thus become impossible.
Furthermore, to improve user involvement and satisfaction, user generated
content upload is a much sought after feature. Finally, from a developer’s
point of view, having the content downloaded from controlled servers counters
piracy because users cannot get access to this data unless they have paid for
an online subscription. In this work we will focus on these types of run-time
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loaded dynamic online virtual environments. The word ‘dynamic’ in this con-
text refers to both moving and animated objects in the environment as well
as the possibility of user updates to the scene.

An important requirement of this kind of system is that loading of envi-
ronment data must be done as fast as possible. Overly long loading times have
always been considered one of the important issues to avoid when developing
entertainment software. Furthermore, when using such a run-time loading
system, sudden appearances of objects during scene buildup or switching ar-
tifacts when updating between incrementally downloaded model resolutions
should be kept to a minimum.

Most systems preload all required data before rendering and therefore often
introduce fairly long loading times before being able to render the first view.
One solution to keep the users occupied during loading is to first put the user
in a sort of waiting room. Here they can choose the part of the NVE they want
to visit and wait for the required data to be loaded while wandering around
a bit. Other systems such as There [There] put the users in the environment
as soon as possible while still loading the environment data. However, when
entering a part of the NVE for which no data has been cached on disk from a
previous visit, scene buildup is clearly visible and takes a long time.

The increase in rendering power of current graphics hardware has also
increased the resolution as well as texture data of the models that are used in
current NVEs. This also results in an increase in the time needed to stream
these models to the clients. Even if the hardware would be capable of rendering
the current view in full resolution, the problem still remains that the renderer
often has to wait for the data transmission to end. Many incremental model
streaming solutions have been proposed that first send a low resolution version
of the models and then update these to the full resolution during subsequent
transmissions. Using these low resolution versions, the clients are sooner able
to render an approximating view of the virtual environment. Scene buildup
will be more gradual, but still very noticeable because of popping artefacts
which results from changes in topology during model updating.

In this chapter, we propose to combine image-based representations with
conventional geometric approaches to improve both scene loading and render-
ing. Because of the dynamic nature of our application, we cannot rely on
full scene preprocessing as is used in most previous works on hybrid systems.
We therefore only create image-based representations for each separate object
that can be placed in the environment. As explained in the previous chapter,
we have chosen to use the RTMO approach as our object representation for
its easy integration into hardware accelerated polygon rendering engines and
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Figure 4.1: Our LoD approach selects a suitable progressive geometry level
for near and mid-range objects while image-based rendering is used for distant
objects.

its compactness and scalability of representation for transmission. Dynamic
models will also be handled similarly based on some observations of our tar-
get application. Furthermore, as discussed in chapter 2, our geometry model
simplification approach is based on Progressive Meshes and the Quadric Error
Metric.

Our general LoD selection strategy is presented in figure 4.1. For objects
near to the viewpoint, we will select a suitable progressive geometry level
while for more distant objects we will use a fast image-based representation.
However, as higher model resolutions will arrive at the client after low resolu-
tions have been received, this strategy will be adjusted to the available data
at run-time.

With regard to model transmission, our image-based models will be cre-
ated in such a way that they are faster to send than the geometrical versions
that could provide an equally good render result. This will speed up the time
needed to render the first satisfactory view. We will also present an RTMO
grouping algorithm that can be used for accelerated rendering. We will how-
ever first discuss related work in the domain of hybrid geometry/image-based
rendering.
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4.1 Related Work

Previous work related to level of detail, progressive meshes and image-based
rendering can be found in chapters 2 and 3. Throughout this chapter we use
these insights for developing our new rendering approach. The remainder of
this section will present related work on hybrid rendering systems that use
some combination of traditional polygonal and image-based rendering.

Conventional texture mapping can be seen as a very simple form of image-
based rendering that does not take depth information into account. Based
on this, Maciel et al. focus on maintaining a high framerate by replacing
clusters of objects with simple texture mapped primitives [Maciel 95]. These
clusters are identified during preprocessing. At the same time, cost/benefit
calculations for each representation are performed to enable an efficient pre-
dictive LoD selection at run-time. This kind of cost/benefit approach was
first presented by Funkhouser in [Funkhouser 93]. Similarly, Shade et al. use
a BSP tree scene representation for which they cache images of nodes that
were rendered in previous frames [Shade 96]. Taking frame-to-frame coher-
ence into account, they reuse these cached images for rendering subsequent
frames, thereby gaining a significant rendering speedup.

Later on, Rafferty et al. extend a portal culling renderer in which they
determine the view through a portal by warping a precalculated LDI that
captures the view through that portal by making use of depth image represen-
tations [Rafferty 98]. This approach is generalized by Aliaga et al. for mas-
sive model rendering [Aliaga 99b]. Here, a grid of viewpoints is constructed
for which the far geometry is determined after which LDIs are created that
represent this far geometry. The renderer can then first render the far ge-
ometry from LDIs followed by polygon based rendering of the near geometry.
The MMR system of [Aliaga 99a] replaces the LDIs in the previous approach
by Textured Depth Meshes (TDMs) to make optimal use of current graphics
hardware. A TDM is created by connecting adjacent points in a depth im-
age with triangles, using the depth values for correct placement of the mesh
vertices.

Two fundamental drawbacks of the former hybrid techniques are the often
very long preprocessing times and huge storage requirements. Hidalgo et al.
therefore have developed a system that creates image-based representations on
demand without the need for additional storage [Hidalgo 02]. They employ a
dual renderer setup in which the hybrid renderer (HR) can request reference
depth images representing the current far geometry from a reference image
generator (RIG) that runs in parallel. While the RIG is working on the re-
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quested data, the HR can use warping on the previous reference depth image
to render its frames. Prediction is used to request optimal reference images.

Specific use of hybrid rendering for virtual environments has been demon-
strated in [Zheng 02]. In this work, a BSP tree is created for the environment
in which hybrid model representations are stored. The environment described
in the paper is however mostly static as opposed to the fully dynamic scenes
we wish to render. Furthermore, the image-based representations that were
used by Zheng et al. do not make use of graphics hardware capabilities. Fi-
nally, contrary to our application, all the data is available beforehand, so the
scenes can easily be preprocessed for faster rendering.

To achieve improved render quality during scene buildup, as well as real-
izing faster render times for large scenes, we will create image-based represen-
tations of both our static and animated models. In the next section we will
first go over the optimization approach we have chosen to use for the geometry
part of the representation.

4.2 Static Models

We have implemented a tool that enables us to easily add new models to our
model database and create worlds that contain these models. Model creation
starts with selection of the model files that make up the full resolution model.
The user then has the possibility of having the model simplified based on a
maximum polygon count. The vertex split transitions between these model
resolutions are stored for incremental model transmission.

After model simplification, the user can choose to create an image-based
representation of the model. As mentioned, we have selected to use the RTMO
approach for this task. In our editor we base the creation of the RTMOs on
the simplified model, or the full resolution model if no simplification has been
performed. This is done because our LoD algorithm will use the image-based
representations as the lowest render level, so we need to avoid popping artifacts
when switching between polygonal and image-based rendering. Moreover, LoD
popping is also reduced because we do not need to simplify models in such a
manner that topological changes occur, which would have a negative impact
on user experience. Figure 4.2 displays a model from our database next to its
lower resolution image-based form.

To limit data size, we allow selection of the model’s bounding box sides
that are represented by a relief texture in the RTMO. Most models will for
instance never be viewed from above or below, so there is no need to either
store or transmit this data. For the creation of the bounding box relief textures
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Figure 4.2: A geometric model (left) and its lower resolution image-based form
(right).

we need to choose a resolution for which model transmission and rendering will
be faster than the simplified model. Furthermore, for RTMOs that represent
spatially large objects, a larger image resolution must often be used to enable
a more closeup use of relief textured models. RTMOs will however not be
made for all models. Models with a low polygon count and small texture sizes
for instance can be sent over the network faster and will be rendered more
efficiently in their original form.

Even if the model polygon count is not very high, we can often still make
good use of an image-based representation. Typical 3D models that are used
for games and entertainment applications have a low polygon count, but some-
times their texture data can take up a large amount of storage. For these sit-
uations, an RTMO representation can be much smaller because it inherently
incorporates all texture data.

Finally, we created the possibility to include models that only exist as
image-based representations. These could for instance be image-based rep-
resentations of real world objects. They can be used to bring more realism
into the virtual environment, which could for example be used for e-commerce
applications.
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4.3 Animated Models

The problem with using image-based representations is that an image is in-
herently static. Given our target application, however, we can assume that for
animated objects which are distant or have a smaller scene priority, anima-
tion could be ignored. Most of the animated objects in our test environment
for instance are human-like avatars for which the animation only needs to be
performed when they are moving and when they are close enough. Our image-
based representation creation method for animated models is therefore rather
identical to the static model approach.

In our system, the animated avatars have an idle state which is displayed
when they are not moving or performing any of the other predefined anima-
tions such as performing gestures. The RTMOs for our avatar models are
captured based on this idle state. Again, as with static models, we need to
find an optimal RTMO resolution so that model transmission is faster and
rendering is improved. For other types of animated models that have more
elaborate dynamics we choose not to create an image-based representation.
This approach can be extended to other animated models by carefully select-
ing an animation state that most accurately captures the general appearance
of the animated model.

4.4 NVE Framework Setup

Before we proceed with a discussion on the LoD selection mechanism using
this hybrid representation strategy, we will first present an overview of the
NVE framework that was used to test the new approach. This framework was
the result of in-house research on network support for large-scale networked
virtual environments [Quax 03]. Large-scale in this case refers to both the
spatial extents as well as the number of clients supported.

Figure 4.3 shows our networked setup. During setup the client first au-
thenticates itself with a master server after which it is redirected to one of the
game servers that will handle further communication. This game server will
thus be responsible for distribution of the virtual environment data such as
the world setup and model data. In order to achieve scalability, multicasting
was chosen as the main supporting technology. The virtual environment is
stored in a quadtree structure and each region is linked to a separate mul-
ticast address. Each client sends state information to the multicast address
coupled to its current region and subscribes to regions in its area of interest so
it only receives information it needs. This way, all state updates are handled
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Figure 4.3: Our NVE network setup.

by the clients themselves, which relieves the server side of this task and greatly
improves scalability.

Unfortunately, this multicasting approach also suffers from drawbacks re-
lated to consistency and persistency, but these topics are outside the scope
of this work. We will however be able to beneficially use the quadtree world
structure for LoD selection to speedup rendering, as will be described in the
following section.

4.5 Pareto Optimization

During application run-time, our LoD selection will determine which objects
will be rendered using either geometry or image-based representations. With
regard to the geometry representations, each object’s model consists of a prede-
fined series of resolution levels. The transition between these levels is achieved
by using the vertex splits and edge collapses determined in preprocessing. In
order to select the most optimal resolution level for each object, we have cho-
sen to use the Pareto based optimization approach presented in [Tack 05].
This approach consist of deriving a so-called Pareto plot for each model in
the database. A Pareto plot only contains optimal points with a maximum
accuracy for a minimum cost so for each of these points, it is impossible to
improve the visual quality without increasing the cost. One such plot can be
seen in figure 4.4. Note that, contrary to the MPEG-4 Wavelet Subdivision
Surfaces (WSS) representation used in [Tack 05], we have opted for the use of
the progressive mesh representation (discussed in chapter 2) because we did
not have the availability of a WSS coder. The main benefit of using a WSS
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coder would be improved compression of the representation data. Otherwise,
both techniques are comparable.

The creation of a pareto plot in our system starts with the determination
of discrete points in the continuous LoD resolution range. As is commonly
used, we double the triangle count at each step in the update process. For
each of these points an error metric is calculated with regard to the original
model. This error determination uses the M.E.S.H. library functions which
calculate surface to surface error based on the Lp norm [Aspert 02]. These
values make up the pareto plot as displayed in figure 4.4.

The example Pareto plot shows how the cost for updating the model res-
olution is related to a decrease in error, and thus also an increase in image
quality. It is clear that for low resolution levels, a small cost is linked to a
large increase in quality. Conversely, model updates between higher resolution
levels come with a greater cost for a much smaller increase in quality. This
can also be seen in figure 4.5 which displays the model at each of the Pareto
points in the plot. It is clear from these screenshots that the image quality
changes drastically for points a to f, while hardly any change is noticeable
between points f to j. Note that we left out the final point consisting of the
full model. Since adding triangles at these latter points introduces too much
cost for a negligible change in image quality, we leave these points out of the
final plot and only store the needed vertex splits for this reduced set of points.
Similarly, in order to guarantee a sufficient base image quality, the lowest res-
olution level will start at a sufficiently low error value, such as point e in figure
4.5. Note that the form of the Pareto plot is highly dependent on the model
that is analyzed.

When the user is navigating the environment, the framerate will be moni-
tored to determine whether the current frame render time allows for additional
triangles to be rendered so as to regulate the frame time based on a predefined
target frame time. For this, the Pareto plots for each object in the current
view will be scaled using their current screen space area. Next, they are sorted
based on the derivative of the Pareto plot in the point that has currently been
selected for display. Note that all objects start at the first Pareto point with
the lowest resolution level. As more detail is allowed, the object with the
highest absolute derivative, which corresponds to lowest cost for highest qual-
ity increase, is selected for upgrading to a higher resolution. Next, the new
derivative is calculated and the object is resorted after which the process is
restarted until the target frame time is reached. Obviously, when the target
frame time is overshot, the object with the lowest derivative is selected for
resolution downgrading.
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Figure 4.4: An example Pareto plot from one of the models in our database.

(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 40 (d) 80 (e) 160

(f) 320 (g) 640 (h) 1280 (i) 2560 (j) 5121

Figure 4.5: Screenshots related to the Pareto points in figure 4.4. The numbers
indicate the triangle count at each point.
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The run-time triangle budget is calculated using a feedback controller
mechanism in which the target frame time is continuously compared to the
measured frame time. The controller then adapts the number of triangles to
render until the target frame time is reached. An important step for design-
ing the controller is to model the behavior of the rendering system with an
equation that expresses the output frame time as a function of the number of
triangles. However, because this is difficult to determine for the wide range of
3D rendering systems available, the performance heuristics from [Wimmer 03]
were used as a performance model. Note that this controller design was per-
formed by Nicolaas Tack from IMEC in the context of a collaboration in the
IBBT project A4MC3 1. More detailed information on this topic can be found
in deliverable 5.9 of the A4MC3 project.

In the next section we will look at how this fits in our proposed hybrid
LoD selection process.

4.6 Hybrid LoD Selection

As soon as a client selects a world he wants to visit from our world database,
layout information is requested from the world server, after which rendering
starts. Because the world in our application is laid out as a quadtree, the
renderer can efficiently determine which part of the word is currently visible
and which objects in that part need to be rendered. The next task is to select
a suitable LoD for each of the objects in the virtual environment.

As explained in the previous section, LoD selection for objects that use pro-
gressive meshes is determined by the feedback controlled Pareto optimization
process. This leaves us with the question when to switch between geometry
and image-based rendering for each object. Firstly and most importantly,
this switching distance will be selected based on the 3D distance from the
viewpoint. In a first approach, LoD switching distances were experimentally
determined in pre-processing by subjectively comparing the image quality at
different distances. Since this is a rather time consuming process, the following
chapter will present a more objective and automatic approach for determining
these distances. Note that this distance metric will be scaled in relation to
the model size and orientation because larger models will have a larger screen
extent and thus need a higher level of detail.

The second parameter in our LoD selection strategy is the current frame
time. When the current frame time is below the target frame time and no

1See https://a4mc3.ibbt.be/

https://a4mc3.ibbt.be/
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more triangles can be added to the scene, the switching distances between
geometry and image-based rendering will be globally increased so more geom-
etry representations will be used and the frame time increases. Conversely,
when the target frame time can not be kept, switching distances will be de-
creased. This way, more objects will be rendered using the fast image-based
representation and the frame time will decrease. Note that this also incurs
a change in image quality which is necessary for regulating the frame time.
However, as the base switching distances are carefully selected, this change
is kept minimal. The global image quality will however be higher than if we
would not use this hybrid rendering strategy as we will see in section 4.7.

For objects that use animated models, we will examine their current state.
If they are in an idle state, where little or no animation is happening, we will
process them as if they were static objects and only use the distance metric.
An example of this is when our avatars are not moving around the environment
or performing some sort of animation. If animation is being performed how-
ever, we must take this into account. We consider two situations: animation
while moving and animation while standing still. Based on the observation
that objects that are moving across the screen can be rendered in less detail
without visual degradation, we give a higher priority to objects that are per-
forming animations in-place. A situation where we would need to take care
that animation is properly visualized in our target application is for instance
when an avatar is performing a predefined gesture, such as waving or making
a silly dance. For animated models with lower priorities, we first perform less
frequent updates to their animations before stopping animation altogether and
switching to an image-based representation.

The use of RTMOs allows us to use even more fine grained LoD process-
ing. The most time consuming operation of relief texture mapping is the
pre-warp. Pre-warping however only needs to be performed when the view
position changes or when the object is rotated or moved. We can furthermore
take advantage of the fact that moving objects do not need high detail lev-
els during movement. This means that we can put a delay on the pre-warp
calculation either for objects that have been given a lower priority or for all
objects during camera movement, thereby decreasing frame render times. As
soon as the objects or the camera stop moving we gradually generate correct
pre-warps for all the objects, going from lowest to highest priority.
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4.6.1 Local Optimizations for Global Improvements

Our run-time LoD selection makes use of predetermined switching distance
optimizations for each separate model in order to get a global improvement for
a whole scene comprising of multiple different objects. This type of approach
can be linked to the domain of geometry simplification where incremental
error is analyzed in order to minimize the global error [Luebke 03]. In most
cases, the incremental simplification error is much more efficient to measure
and optimize. The total error, on the other hand, is a more useful measure,
since it analyzes the outcome of the simplification compared to the original
model.

In our case, the incremental error can be linked to the switching distance
determination for each separate object, whereas the total error is linked to the
global improvements in image quality for a complex scene. Since the switching
distances are determined in preprocessing, it is very efficient to use this as
a lookup table during run-time. However, measuring and optimizing global
image quality at run-time would be too time consuming. More specifically,
it would involve solving a 0-1 Knapsack problem at every frame which is an
NP-Hard optimization problem [Pham Ngoc 02], which forces us to use the
previously presented heuristic approach. We will look at this issue in more
detail in section 5.3 in the next chapter where we will be analyzing overall
image quality by using local image quality optimizations for each model.

4.6.2 RTMO Grouping

Our NVE framework was specifically designed to be able to handle large
amounts of users. Each user can select an avatar appearance from several
predefined avatar models. Some parts of the world could thus be occupied
by a large group of avatars that use the same representation. If the renderer
detects this, the following strategy is used to speedup rendering.

We first introduce our notion of ‘camera space’. To be able to explain this
more easily, we refer to the 2D version shown in figure 4.6(a) which can easily
be extended to 3D. In 2D camera space, each point is defined by a distance
to the camera and an angle relative to the primary camera axis which is
represented by the arrow in figure 4.6(b). This primary axis can be chosen
freely, but for reasons of simplicity we choose to let it coincide with one of
the world axes. We can further see that we can subdivide camera space into
several distinct angular regions.

In order to perform pre-warping for an object’s RTMO, we only need to
know the relative position of the camera in relation to the object as well as
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Grouping RTMOs for faster warping. (a) camera space division,
(b) RTMO rotation is equal to rotation of the camera around the object.

the object’s own rotation. The transformations that handle camera rotation
are performed by the texture mapping step. We will disregard object rota-
tion for a moment. Clearly, the previously mentioned relative positions are
directly related to angles in camera space. After having determined each ob-
ject’s position in camera space, we group objects based on the camera space
subdivision. For each angular range we now average the contained object posi-
tions. Finally, we perform pre-warping on the shared RTMO for each averaged
position and link the resulting pre-warped textures to the corresponding ob-
jects. This way, the renderer is able to use the same pre-warped textures for
multiple objects which lowers the number of warping calculations per frame
and improves texture memory usage.

To incorporate object rotations, we need to perform an additional calcu-
lation to find the correct angle in camera space for the object. Figure 4.6(b)
shows how we can do this. The top part shows from left to right a counter-
clockwise object rotation of 90 degrees. To cancel the object rotation, as seen
in the bottom part of figure 4.6(b), we perform a clockwise 90 degrees rotation
of the camera around the object. Using this new relative object position, we
can proceed as before. Obviously, this grouping strategy can also be used for
other situations where many identical model instances are visible such as a
large collections of trees or bushes in an outdoor environment.
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4.6.3 RTMO Picking

A last small issue we have had to handle is more in the field of user interaction
with the objects and avatars in the world. When a user would like to get some
information about a certain object or avatar in the current view, he first needs
to select it. Normally we could simply use the OpenGL selection mechanism
for this, but unfortunately, selection is performed before fragment processing
is done. This means our image-based models will be selected based on their
bounding box instead of the pixels in the texture that actually represent the
object.

A solution was found by calculating the intersection point of the selection
ray with the model’s bounding box. This intersection point is then converted
to a pixel position inside the corresponding relief texture. If this pixel con-
tains model data, the selection is successful. Otherwise, the selection process
continues with more distant objects that are intersected by the ray.

4.7 Client Side Performance Analysis

In order to determine the usefulness of our representation strategy for speeding
up the rendering in an actual application we set up a test in which we set out
to render a scene consisting of 400 object instances. We first loaded a large
collection of models into our model database. We started with a collection of 8
base models which were processed for LoD rendering and duplicated until the
database consisted of 400 models. The base models were chosen from a range
of complexity that is typical for most current virtual environment applications.
The total model polygon count ranges from about 1000 to about 10000.

Figure 4.7 shows one of the models from our database. The original geo-
metrical model, which consists of 8741 polygons, can be seen in figure 4.7(a).
Figure 4.7(b) shows the result of applying a model simplification algorithm to
reduce the polygon count to 4370, which is half of the original resolution. The
image-based version of this model can be seen in 4.7(c) and 4.7(d). It uses
a resolution of 128 by 128 pixels for the relief textures. The closeup view in
4.7(c) is clearly lower in quality than the geometrical versions, but it still gives
a good representation of the original model. If we however view this low res-
olution version from a somewhat greater distance, as in figure 4.7(d), we can
hardly distinguish between the geometrical and image-based representations.

In our test environment, each object instance was linked to a separate
model from the model database which consisted of a progressive mesh repre-
sentation, with a corresponding Pareto plot, and a RTM representation with
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Static object representations: (a) 8741 polygons (b) 4370 polygons
(c) RTMO using relief texture resolution of 128x128 (d) RTMO as seen from
a distance

the corresponding switching distance. For reasons of comparison, we defined
a camera path through the scene which would be used for each of the 4 render
scenarios: full resolution geometry (FULL), image-based only (IBR), progres-
sive mesh only (PM) and mixed representations (MIXED). Furthermore, each
of these scenarios was analyzed using four different target frametimes: 40ms,
20ms, 13ms and 10ms. These correspond to framerates of 25, 50, 75 and 100
frames per second (FPS). Note that for this render speed test we assumed that
all data is available at client side. Model transmission will be analyzed in the
next section.

During the scene walkthrough, we made three types of recordings related
to the performance of the system. The first, and most important value we
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recorded was the time needed for rendering each frame, shown in figures 4.8
and 4.9. The render times for the full resolution scenario were left out of these
graphs to improve readability because these values were substantially larger
than for the other scenarios. Secondly, we recorded for each frame how many
objects were selected for each representation type, PM or IBR, as shown in
figures 4.10 and 4.11. In these figures, PM_PM indicates the number of objects
for the PM scenario, while PM_MIXED and IBR_MIXED indicate the number of
objects for which either PM or IBR rendering has been selected for the MIXED
scenario. The FULL and IBR scenarios were left out of this figure for reasons
of clarity because their graphs follow the same path as the PM_PM series as this
indicates the total amount of objects in the view. As can be seen from these
figures, the total object decreases at certain points during the walkthrough.
These are caused by either rotation or movement of the camera. Note that the
total environment object count is reduced to less than 350 visible objects by
culling the objects outside the frustum. Thirdly and finally, figures 4.12, 4.13,
4.14 and 4.15 show the number of triangles rendered for the objects that are
selected for PM rendering. The Min and Max values indicate the possible range
of resolution for all the objects combined while the Current values indicate
at what level the objects are rendered at run-time by using the Pareto based
LoD selection.

As can be seen in figure 4.12(a), using full resolution geometry rendering
would result in a maximal triangle count of more than 1600000 for which we
got a framerate of about 4 fps on our test system. Fortunately, we can increase
the framerate considerably by using one of the other representation types as
shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9. Note that the IBR scenario would render at
maximum speed, so the results for this scenario are equal for all the target
frame times. We could have also regulated the IBR frame time by increasing
the RTMO resolution, but we wanted to show the speedup benefits that could
be achieved by using the IBR approach without considering image quality for
this scenario.

Each of the frame time graphs in figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows that both the
PM and MIXED scenarios are able to regulate the frame time with regard
to the target frame times. The graphs for the MIXED scenario are however
slightly more fluctuating because of the dynamic adjustment of the switching
distances we implemented, which causes multiple objects to fluctuate between
render types. A more fine-grained adjustment strategy would resolve this
situation. The influence on user experience is negligible however.

Specifically for the graph in figure 4.8(a), we see that at the end of the
walkthrough, the frame time drops below the target frame time. The expla-
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nation can be found when looking at figures 4.10(a) and 4.12. It can be seen
that, as the camera is moving through the scene, the number of objects visible
drops until all objects can be rendered at their full PM resolution without
exceeding the target frame time. This point is located at the intersection of
the PM_PM and PM_MIXED graphs in figure 4.10(a) and at the intersection of the
Max and Current graphs in figure 4.12(a). At this moment, IBR rendering is
no longer needed. This situation also occurs for a target frame time of 20ms,
although it is situated even more at the end of the walkthrough. For the re-
maining target frame times of 13ms and 10ms, we are never able to render at
full PM resolution.

Related to the graphs displaying the number of PM triangles rendered
during the walkthrough, we see that the triangle count is kept at a fixed count
for the PM scenario. This value indicates the maximum number of triangles
that can be rendered by the system for the given target frame time. Also, this
value drops consistently with the adjustment of the target frame time. For
the MIXED scenario however, the average PM triangle count is lower because
the relief texture triangles also should be taken into account.

An important observation that can be made from looking at figures 4.10
through 4.15 with regard to image quality is related to the fact that for the
MIXED scenario, much less objects are selected for PM rendering than in the
PM scenario. Because the majority of objects are rendered using fast image-
based representations, more detail can be added to the nearby objects that are
rendered using PM. For the MIXED scenarios of figures 4.12(b) and 4.13(b),
all nearby objects can be rendered at their full resolution, providing maximum
image quality. However, as the target frame time is further lowered to 10ms,
PM resolutions have to be lowered, although the resolution is still above the
PM scenario. An example of this can be seen in the screenshots of figure 4.16
which were taken for a target frame time of 20ms. It is clear that the nearby
objects in the front are given much higher resolution for the MIXED scenario
than for the PM scenario.

We can also see that the image quality of the IBR scenario is insufficient for
nearby objects. The frame render time graphs however show the substantial
speed benefit of using such an image-based representation, which is at the
base of our hybrid representation strategy. The graphs for the IBR scenario
also show one of the inherent characteristics of using relief texture mapping
which is that relief textures only need to be updated during camera movement,
object movement or object rotation. This situation occurs during two periods
in the walkthrough, indicated by the temporary increase in frame time. As
mentioned, we try to limit this effect by delaying relief texture updates during
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(a) 40ms (25 FPS)

(b) 20ms (50 FPS)

Figure 4.8: Frametimes (ms) measured during a walkthrough for target frame
times of 40 and 20 ms (25 and 50 FPS).
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(a) 13ms (75 FPS)

(b) 10ms (100 FPS)

Figure 4.9: Frametimes (ms) measured during a walkthrough for target frame
times of 13 and 10 ms (75 and 100 FPS).
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(a) 40ms (25 FPS)

(b) 20ms (50 FPS)

Figure 4.10: Number of objects of each representation type selected by the
LoD selection algorithm for target frametimes of 40 and 20 ms.
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(a) 13ms (75 FPS)

(b) 10ms (100 FPS)

Figure 4.11: Number of objects of each representation type selected by the
LoD selection algorithm for target frametimes of 13 and 10 ms.
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(a) PM only

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.12: Number of PM triangles rendered during the walkthrough with
target frametime set to 40ms.
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(a) PM only

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.13: Number of PM triangles rendered during the walkthrough with
target frametime set to 20ms.
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(a) PM only

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.14: Number of PM triangles rendered during the walkthrough with
target frametime set to 15ms.
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(a) PM only

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.15: Number of PM triangles rendered during the walkthrough with
target frametime set to 10ms.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.16: Desktop screenshots with target frametime set to 20ms (50 FPS):
(a) Full geometry (b) IBR only (c) PM only (d) Mixed PM and IBR.
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these periods.
Although we have used a limited test case, using a single walkthrough of

a complex scene, we can see that our approach is an improvement to the tra-
ditionally used approach throughout the entire walkthrough, especially when
high numbers of objects are involved. Since polygon count is a very impor-
tant aspect of rendering performance and we have used commonly used model
resolutions, we can assume that the approach will work equally well for other
commonly used scenes involving high number of models.

4.7.1 RTMO Grouping

Our second test focusses on the RTMO grouping strategy we developed. The
framerate evolution in figure 4.17(b) resulted from a situation where the ren-
derer was able to make use of the RTMO grouping algorithm. The scene that
was used for this is displayed in figure 4.17(a). This represents a situation
where a large group of similar avatars, or any other model such as trees, are
visible at the same time. The framerate drops that are highlighted by the
ellipses occur when the camera is moving. During camera movements, the
RTMOs for hybrid objects with low priorities need to be updated, which in-
creases frame processing time if many objects need to be rendered. Instead of
further reducing LoD for more nearby objects or even reducing visibility, we
can beneficially use the grouping approach. The leftmost ellipse indicates the
situation where RTMO grouping is not used while the rightmost ellipse shows
the increase in framerate when the grouping is enabled. We can conclude that
by using the grouping approach, we can increase the framerate to interactive
values for environments with large numbers of similar models.

4.8 Analysis of Scalable Data Streams

Now that we have seen the benefit of using our hybrid representation strat-
egy for rendering a large virtual environment, we will look at the additional
benefits related to data transmission. There are a number of problems that
are apparent when considering real-time streaming of entire worlds to each
individual client that is connected to the NVE. Ideally, all objects should be
loaded into memory and preprocessed for LoD rendering before the first view
is generated. Unfortunately, in our application this is not possible because
the client does not have any of the required data available on disk when the
application is first started. Most of these worlds are made up out of hundreds
of complex objects that need to be streamed to the user when he logs in to the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: RTMO grouping. (a) A scene with a large number of similar
avatars (b) framerate evolution during scene traversal.
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Name Text. Base L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 Base Compr.
Chimp 304 12 11 21 283
Cow 161 22 21 41 83 99 168
Flamingo 255 11 10 20 39 78 107 244
Giraffe 403 30 29 58 114 54 396
Tyrannosaur 386 131 28 56 110 198 418
Triceratops 540 60 29 59 127 42 578

Table 4.1: Storage sizes (Kbytes) for several progressive mesh models in our
database.

application or moves to a previously unexplored part of the world. Reducing
the amount of data that needs to be sent to the client has a beneficial effect
on user experience because scene buildup time is also reduced.

Our main goal for this section is to show how our hybrid representations
can greatly reduce the time needed for transmission of the data needed for ren-
dering the current view. We will present several graphs showing the difference
between a traditional scenario where only progressive meshes are used and
a scenario where our hybrid representations are used. The next section will
however first analyze storage requirements, and therefore also transmission
sizes, for each representation type.

4.8.1 Storage Analysis

Our model database stores representations in the form of both progressive
meshes and relief texture mapped objects. Focussing first on the progressive
mesh data, table 4.1 present the progressive mesh storage sizes of a number of
the models in our database. The first column indicates the amount of texture
data for each model, stored in the JPEG format. If we compare this value to
the data size of the base mesh in the second column, we see that the texture
data far outweighs the base mesh data. Using a multi-resolution texturing
solution could decrease this gap, but overall, texture data would still make up
a large piece of the model data.

Looking at the sizes of the base mesh, we see that some models require
only slightly more data with regard to the next progressive mesh resolution
level L1, while others store much more data than the vertex splits used for
building the lowest model resolution. It would be expected that the values
for the base mesh and the L1 mesh be more or less equal since the model
resolution is doubled at each level, which can also be seen when comparing
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Resolution Num RTs Size Compressed
32x32 1 4 2

3 12 6
6 24 13

64x64 1 16 7
3 48 21
6 96 45

128x128 1 64 26
3 192 70
6 384 159

Table 4.2: Storage sizes (Kbytes) for RTMO image-based representations.

subsequent resolution levels L1 to L5. However, depending on the number of
submeshes in the model, more data is needed for storing the vertices which
are left over after simplification, normally one vertex for each submesh. In the
tyrannosaur mesh for instance, each tooth is modeled separately, so at the end
of the simplification we are left with a large number of unconnected vertices.

In order to transmit the PM models in an efficient way, they are stored
in a compressed format at server side. After transmission, the models are
extracted at client side after which they can be used in the render stage. The
last column in table 4.1 indicates the size after compression of the texture
data together with the base mesh and the Pareto data. Since the texture data
is already stored in a JPEG file format, the additional compression does not
reduce the total file size by very much.

If we now focus on table 4.2, which displays the storage sizes for the RTMO
representations, we see a completely different situation. The storage size for
an RTMO depends on the resolution used for the relief textures, instead of
on the model that is being represented. For compression however, the model
represented does play a small part because it determines which and how much
pixels get filled with data. We use quantized depth values, thereby storing
each depth pixel as an RGBA value, for which the alpha value represents
the quantized depth value. Quantizing the depth values does not have any
negative influence on image quality for the small relief texture resolutions we
are using.

As we have mentioned before, for rendering an RTMO, at most three relief
textures are needed for a specific viewpoint. If we compare the compressed
values for three relief textures to the data size needed for the compressed
PM base representations, it is obvious that the RTMO transmission size is
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much smaller, even for relief texture resolutions of 128 by 128. Note that in
our database we only use the first two resolutions, 32x32 and 64x64, which
provides us with sufficient image quality for distant objects and for a first
view of nearby objects. We can further see that even if we send the complete
RTMO, we are still better off compared to the PM base representation.

4.8.2 Proxy Transmission

One of our main goals was to decrease the time that users have to wait before
being able to render a satisfactory first view. Therefore, each hybrid object
that is selected for rendering will first be transmitted in its image-based form.
As shown in the previous section, these are much smaller than the geometry
versions, which means they need less time to be transmitted. At the same
time, they will still provide a sufficiently good model representation during
rendering. To even further speed up network transmission, we only send the
parts of the RTMO that are currently visible. For each RTMO, at most
three sides of its bounding box are visible at all times. The renderer can easily
select and request only the RTMO bounding box sides that are needed for pre-
warping. The pre-warp will then only use the available relief texture samples.
This way, scene buildup will be more gradual but still fast.

As the user is moving through the virtual environment, an object’s priority
can possibly change rapidly, especially during viewpoint rotation. Because this
can introduce artefacts related to missing data, we preload the image-based
or lowest resolution models for objects in the full area of interest which is
determined by a circle around the current viewpoint. The objects outside the
view frustum are given a very low priority so the transmission of the objects
in the view is given first priority.

Objects inside the view frustum are given a priority based on their position
in the scene. Higher priority is given to objects nearby, while lower priorities
are given to distant objects. In order to distribute the available bandwidth over
the different model data that has to be requested, we use a proxy transmission
architecture. This proxy architecture was first presented in [Monsieurs 05]. In
short, the architecture allows us to assign priorities and weights to the data
that is requested from the model database server. The data to be transmitted
is put into a tree for which each leaf node is given a priority and a weight
with regard to the order in which and weight with which they need to be
transmitted. Setting up and adjusting the distribution tree is done at client
side, while the actual distribution is done on a proxy server that sits between
the client and the data server. More information about how this is achieved,
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Figure 4.18: The distribution tree used for the proxy transmission of our
models.

is outside the topic of this work and can be found in the original publication.
The distribution tree we use for the transmission of our model data is

shown in figure 4.18. For both the PM and MIXED scenarios, which we will
be comparing, we put either the lowest resolution PM or IBR representation
for objects inside the view frustum under the high priority (HP) node. All the
other data streams are put under the normal priority (NP) node. This way,
they will always be given priority over higher resolution data. Furthermore,
object priorities are translated to transmission weights which are assigned to
the corresponding data streams which are the leaf nodes of the distribution
graph. These weights reserve a specific part of the full bandwidth for each
data stream. Note that streams under the NP node are only given a part
of the bandwidth after the streams under the HP node have been processed.
If all the bandwidth has already been used up by the HP streams, the NP
streams have to wait.

In order to see how this bandwidth distribution strategy works in practice,
we set up a first simple test involving a very limited number of objects so
we can more easily see what happens on the network transmission side. The
results of these network measurements are shown in figure 4.19 for both the
PM and MIXED scenarios. We have limited the bandwidth for this test to 20
Kbps so the graphs can be analyzed more easily. Note that the proxy takes
a safe margin of 10 percent off the available bandwidth in order to cope with
other network data. The following sections will present a test using a full scene
layout using a more common bandwidth limit.
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(a) PM

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.19: Simple scenario traffic charts using either the PM or the Mixed
scenario (bps).
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If we turn our attention first to figure 4.19(a), we see that at the beginning
object 1 is given higher weight than object 0, which means that object 1 is
closer to the viewpoint. As a result, the base model for object 1 will arrive at
the client first. Object 0 is farther away and only requires the base level. We
further notice that the base models are given highest priority, so the additional
PM levels can only start after the base model for object 0 has been received.
After about 30 seconds we perform a 90 degree rotation, which puts both
object 0 and 1 outside the view frustum so their weights are greatly reduced.
Now objects 2 and 3 are inside the view frustum, so their data is requested
at a higher weight and priority than before. Again, object 3 is close to the
viewer and is given more weight, while object 2 only needs the base level. The
transmission behaves very similar to the first period, even though the base
models have already been preloading during the previous period. Finally, at
around 60 seconds, a forward translation is performed, resulting in object 3
going outside the frustum, object 2 being selected for full resolution rendering
and object 8 being added to the view at lowest resolution. The transmission
continues as before, except that now object 8 is given full priority because it
still needs the base level. The base level for object 2 has already been received,
so it has to wait for the transmission of object 8 before it can continue with
the remaining PM levels.

The second graph for this test, presented in figure 4.19(b), shows the ben-
efits of using our hybrid representation strategy, when performing the same
movement scenario. Again, at the beginning, object 0 is further away and only
needs the IBR data, while object 1 is close to the viewer and needs all PM
levels. We can see that for both objects, the IBR data is requested first after
which object 1 continues with the remaining PM levels. Compared to the PM
scenario, the IBR files are much faster to transmit, so we are able to send the
full resolution of object 1 before the 90 degree rotation starts. Then, after the
rotation, only the PM data for object 3 is transmitted since the IBR files for
both objects have already been received because of our preloading strategy
for objects outside the view frustum. The renderer can therefore immediately
present a view of the objects in the environment, while for the PM scenario,
we have to wait until the base PM levels are received. Finally, after the for-
ward translation, only the IBR data for the new object 8 has to be requested
after which object 2 can continue upgrading its resolution. Note that the PM
scenario has already been loading the base level during the previous period,
while the MIXED scenario still needs to download it. The mixed scenario how-
ever has the benefit of being able to show both objects very quickly, limiting
popping artefacts.
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4.8.3 Scene Buildup Time

An important goal of our work is reducing the scene buildup time. In this
second test we therefore study the difference between the PM and MIXED
scenarios with regard to the transmission of the data needed for rendering
the view when the user first enters the environment. We therefore disable
preloading of objects outside the view frustum. Furthermore, we again assume
no data is available beforehand. Note that the environment in this test is much
more elaborate, consisting of 400 object instances for the whole scene. The
bandwidth has for this test been limited to 200 Kbps, of which the proxy
reserves 10 percent as a safeguard. Note that we only requested the objects
needed for the current view, ignoring preloading of the objects in the full area
of interest.

Looking at figure 4.20, we see that data transmission for the PM scenario
needs double of the time needed for the MIXED scenario. More importantly,
since the MIXED scenario finishes loading of the IBR data at around 8 seconds,
it already has a representation for each object in the view, whereas the PM
scenario needs 50 seconds for arriving at the same situation.

One of the important benefits we have presented in the client side render
test was that the MIXED scenario was able to render the nearby PM objects
at a much higher resolution level. This can also been seen in the traffic charts
of figure 4.20 where the PM scenario is only able to request a limited amount
of level 1 data while the MIXED scenario requests up to 4 PM levels of much
fewer objects.

4.9 Scene Walkthrough

Our third and final test uses the same walkthrough as in section 4.8.2 inside
the full scene of section 4.8.3, in order to see how the system behaves for
this more lifelike situation. By analyzing the graphs in figure 4.21, we notice
that all the previously discussed benefits of using our hybrid representation
become even more apparent. The PM scenario obviously needs to download
much more data compared to the MIXED scenario. Moreover, the MIXED
scenario is able the download higher-resolution data for the nearby objects
greatly improving image quality.

The preloading strategy has much more benefit for the MIXED scenario,
since all the IBR data of the objects outside the view frustum have already
been transmitted before the rotation starts. This means it can immediately
display all the objects in the new view, albeit using a lower quality represen-
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(a) PM

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.20: Startup times for both the PM and Mixed scenarios (Kb/s).
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(a) PM

(b) Mixed

Figure 4.21: Full scenario traffic charts using either the PM or the Mixed
scenario (Kb/s).
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tation. This however provides a much better user experience compared to the
MIXED scenario where scene buildup is much more noticeable.

4.10 Discussion

We have presented a hybrid geometric - image-based representation approach
for fully dynamic networked virtual environments. We have targeted the spe-
cific needs of applications that need to dynamically load data at runtime.
Using compact image-based representations, our system successfully scales
down the delay between the start of the rendering and the display of the first
acceptable view. Moreover, these image-based models are beneficially used
for speeding up the rendering. A grouping algorithm for similar image-based
objects was proven to further speed up rendering for scenes incorporating a
large number of identical models.

We have presented optimization techniques for transmission of data associ-
ated with representations in networked virtual environment applications. By
first streaming low-detail representations of objects in the virtual world, we
quickly present the user with a complete but low-quality view of the world.
This view is gradually upgraded using more detailed representations. We have
also analyzed the network traffic that is associated with these representation
data streams, which is an indication for the traffic that one can expect to be
generated by the latest-generation of commercial NVE applications. By using
a combination of image-based, reduced-detail geometrical and full-detail geo-
metrical representations, we obtain optimizations in terms of both rendering
speed and reduction of bandwidth use. Image-based representations allow for
very fast transmission of an initial view of a model but lack the necessary
detail to be viewed from nearby. The reduced detail representations strike
a balance between visual quality and transmission time necessary to stream
them over a network.

Our framerate scheduler takes actions based on the previous framerate
measurements. A better solution would be to plan ahead by using a pre-
dictive scheme because this would be more able to guarantee that the min-
imal framerate requirement is met. To do this, we would need to come up
with some cost/benefit determination for each model representation as in
[Funkhouser 93].

Currently, creation of simplified models and image-based representations
for the LoD system involves much user interventions. This is very unpractical
for large model databases or if we would like to allow for user-created content
uploading. The next chapter will therefore present a more automatic LoD pre-
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processing solution for our models involving subjective quality measurements
in order to determine LoD switching distances.



CHAPTER5

Objective LoD Selection

An important question that remained unanswered in the previous chapter, is
when to switch from polygonal rendering to image-based rendering. Previ-
ously, a subjective and experimentally determined quality metric was used for
determining the switching distance at runtime. Since this is too time con-
suming for current applications in which large amounts of models need to be
processed, we are looking for a more automatic solution.

In this chapter we explore this topic further and provide a solution using
an objective image quality metric which tries to optimize render quality.

5.1 Objective Quality Determination

Advanced LoD selection mechanisms use a model for estimating the perfor-
mance and the quality [Gobbetti 00]. However, these systems control the
render time of polygonal rendering, which is a very regular algorithm and
hence relatively easy to model. Relief texture mapping has an irregular flow
and its performance model is much more complicated, i.e. it is necessary to
track a lot of online parameters to obtain a good estimate of the render time.
Consequently, using this performance model at run-time has a negative ef-
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fect on frame render times. We have therefore chosen a different approach
for the RTM control algorithm which requires much less run-time process-
ing: the selection of the switching distance and resolution of the relief texture
mapped objects by using a target quality of the rendered image as the control
parameter.

The type of solution presented in this chapter is linked to the perceptually
driven simplification domain, which has been given more attention in recent
years. The image-driven simplification approach presented in [Lindstrom 00]
is most closely related to our work. It uses a simple root mean square (RMS)
image comparison metric for determining which edge to collapse next during
model simplification. The main benefit of using such a perceptually based
approach is that it creates simplified models with a higher fidelity for an
equal number of triangles compared to traditional geometric simplification
approaches. It is however much more time consuming, which is why we choose
to stick to the progressive mesh simplification we have used before.

Our method for determining switching distances will use these kinds of
image metrics for controlling the image quality. In order to specify a target
quality, we have used two objective quality metrics for measuring the visual
quality of an RTM model: the widely used Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and the recently introduced Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [Wang 04] metrics.
While PSNR is based on the mean squared error (MSE), SSIM has been cre-
ated as a measurement of structural information loss in an image instead of a
purely pixel error measurement. It has been shown to outperform the PSNR
metric on a database of test images1. These metrics are used in our system
to compare a reference image with the image that contains the rendered RTM
object. The reference image is obtained by rendering the polygonal object at
full quality.

Figure 5.1 illustrates how the quality is sampled for different viewing an-
gles around the object. First, the viewpoint is located at a fixed distance
(illustrated with the green line in Figure 5.1) and both the viewing angles ϕ
and θ are set to 0, the quality is derived and the viewing angle ϕ is increased
by a preset amount. This is repeated until the viewing angle ϕ is 360◦ , then
ϕ is reset to 0 and θ is increased. The procedure is stopped at θ equal to 180◦

and ϕ equal to 360◦. This procedure is then repeated for different distances.
With regard to objective quality determination, figure 5.2 shows the result

for a relief texture mapped object with a resolution of 512x512. The PSNR is
plotted as a function of the viewing angles ϕ and θ and distance between the

1See http://www.ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/ssim/

http://www.ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/ssim/
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Figure 5.1: Procedure for measuring the image quality for several viewpoints
of an object.

observer and the object. From this figure, one can derive the parameters onto
which the quality depends:

• The quality increases with a larger distance between the viewpoint (ob-
server) and the object.

• The quality is the highest for viewpoints near to the viewpoints for which
the Relief Texture Maps were derived: ϕ equal to 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦

and θ equal to 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦. For in-between viewpoints, prewarps
are needed and the quality decreases because of occlusions in the used
relief texture map.

An additional parameter, which is not shown in Figure 5.2 but that also
influences the quality is the resolution of the relief textures. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.3, which shows the PSNR as a function of the distance to the
viewpoint for an RTM object at a single viewing angle and different resolutions.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 can be summarised in a table, which stores the reso-
lution of the RTM object as a function of quality, distance and viewing angle
(see Table 5.1 showing the results for a single viewing angle). This table is
derived in preprocessing and is used at run-time for the selection of the correct
RTM resolution. These values however need to be combined with the findings
from the previous chapter with regard to model transmission. Since RTMO
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Figure 5.2: The PSNR as function of the viewing angles ϕ and θ (30◦ steps)
for three different distances to the object for a single resolution RTM object.

data sizes need to be kept small in order to speed up transmission, we limit
the relief texture resolutions to 64x64 and ignore the rest of the table during
our run-time LoD selection.

Another issue that came up in the previous chapter was the selection of a
suitable lowest resolution PM level. In our system, we automate this selection
by using an approach similar to the one presented above. Since we have
limited the resolution of the relief textures to 64x64, we know that the model
will be switched to progressive geometry at the distance stored in the table
determined in preprocessing. We now render each consecutive PM level at this
distance and compare image quality against the original model. If the quality
is lower than the one stored for the RTMO, we continue with the next level.
When a sufficient image quality is measured, we store the current PM level as
the base level. In the next section, we will provide more information on this
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Figure 5.3: The quality (PSNR) as a function of distance to the viewpoint
and resolution. For small distances, a high resolution is needed for a target
quality of 30 dB; for large distances, this needed resolution decreases.

approach and how it is related to render time.

5.1.1 Hybrid LoD Selection

In order to be able to select the most efficient rendering algorithm, a compar-
ison between polygonal rendering and RTM is needed. Figure 5.4 therefore
shows the render time as a function of the quality (PSNR), object distance
and the used rendering technique. The quality is varied by changing the reso-
lution of the relief textures for RTM and the number of triangles for polygonal
rendering. Each line in the graph records measurements with varying reso-
lution, relief texture size for RTM and number of triangles for PM, but for
the same distance. The render time was measured on a Pentium M processor
with a frequency of 1.86GHz and an Intel 915GM graphics accelerator. Note
that to avoid misinterpretation, we need to mention that the time reported
in Figure 5.4 for RTM is the total time needed for a complete warping oper-
ation, of which the pre-warping takes 90% [Oliveira 00]. However, since the
pre-warping in our system is only performed when the relative position of the
camera to the object changes, the real impact of RTM on the total render
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dist/Q 20 dB 25 dB 30 dB 35 dB
5 m 16x16 128x128 512x512 -
10 m 16x16 16x16 64x64 256x256
20 m 16x16 16x16 16x16 64x64
30 m ... ... ... ...

Table 5.1: The selection of the RTM resolution as a function of requested
quality and distance.

time will therefore depend on the user navigation and object animations. The
previous chapter has shown that we can successfully regulate the framerate by
delaying prewarp calculations during movement. This means that the render
time for RTMOs, at the limits we have set for the relief texture resolutions, will
always be smaller than for PM objects, unless the PM objects have a very low
polygon count. In this latter case we would choose not make an image-based
version of this model, and only use the PM model in our LoD selection.

Figure 5.4 shows an exponential relationship between the execution time
and quality for RTM, while the relationship is linear for polygonal rendering.
From Figure 5.4, it is clear that high resolution relief textures (points with high
execution time) must be used for content which is close to the observer.E.g.,
for the distance of 2.8m (RTM:2.8), the technique gives a quality of 23 dB
for an execution time of 23 ms. Even if the pre-warping is not executed
for every frame, its impact is still too high to use RTM for close content.
However, for distant content (e.g. RTM:22.4), low resolution relief textures
give an acceptable quality (> 30dB) for a low execution time. Even if the
pre-warping is executed for every frame, the render time is still comparable
with the polygonal rendering time. If the pre-warping is not needed, then the
rendering is limited to rendering of the texture mapped bounding box and the
rendering time is negligible.

Our hybrid LoD selection first uses table 5.1 to select the resolution of
the RTMO to meet the requested quality. If this resolution is not available,
polygonal rendering is used for that object. The RTMOs are then rendered
and the render time is measured. This render time is then subtracted from
the render time budget and the Pareto optimization for polygonal rendering
is executed in order to maximize the quality of the polygonal objects taking
into account the computed time budget.

In order to optimize user experience and interactivity we again set a target
frame render time and make adjustments to the target quality based on the
current frame time. When the current frame time is either higher or lower
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Figure 5.4: Polygonal rendering versus RTM: execution time as a function of
quality, distance (2.8m, 10m and 22.4m) and resolution (relief texture size for
RTM and number of triangles for PM)

than the target frame time, we decrease or increase the target quality. Since
our LoD selection is directly linked to the target image quality, switching
distances and resolutions are automatically adjusted resulting in a higher or
lower framerate as was discussed in the previous chapter.

5.2 PSNR vs SSIM

During our experiments we tested with both the PSNR and SSIM image qual-
ity metrics and found that the SSIM metric gave results which were more
consistent compared to our own subjective evaluation of the image quality.
One such situation is presented in figure 5.6, which has to be analyzed in
relation to the screenshots in figure 5.5. Both graphs present the quality mea-
surements for a test where an RTMO object is rendered at increasing distances.
The values of the PSNR1 and SSIM1 series correspond to screenshots a to d in
figure 5.5 which are taken without rotating the object. On the other hand, the
PSNR2 and SSIM2 series are linked to screenshots e to h, which are measured
for a viewpoint in-between the original bounding box viewpoints.
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(a) 2,0 (b) 2,5 (c) 3,5 (d) 5,0

(e) 2,0 (f) 2,5 (g) 3,5 (h) 5,0

Figure 5.5: Example of automatic LoD switching distance determination for
an RTMO. Top row: frontal view, bottom row: in-between view. The numbers
indicate distance.

We would expect the image quality for the first series to be higher than the
second series. This is however not the case for the PSNR metric. While the
SSIM metric nicely behaves according to expectation, the PSNR values for the
first distances are actually reversed. The SSIM metric is clearly better able to
judge the perceived image quality for the kind of approach we are targeting.

This difference was also the main motivation of the SSIM authors. The
SSIM metric was created as a measurement of structural information loss in
an image instead of a purely pixel error measurement which was traditionally
used. They have shown that the SSIM metric shows clear advantages over
traditional PSNR measures on a database of JPEG compressed images. This
could explain why it is also more suitable for our work. After this observation,
we decided to continue with the SSIM metric instead of using the PSNR metric.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Comparison of PSNR and SSIM image quality metrics for the
model shown in figure 5.5.
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5.3 Test Measurements

Now that we have presented our solution for a more automatic and objective
LoD model creation, we return to the test scene that was used in the previ-
ous chapter in order to compare the resulting image quality between the PM
and MIXED scenarios. For this test, we fix the camera parameters and only
adjust the target frame time. The target frame time starts at 66 ms (15 FPS)
and is lowered after every 1000 frames. Figure 5.7 shows that we have used
consecutive target frame times of 40, 20, 13 and 10 ms.

As the main topic of this chapter is related to objective image quality, we
measured the resulting image quality for each of the scenarios at each of the
target frame times, the results of which are shown in figure 5.8. Note that here
also we have used the SSIM metric instead of the PSNR metric. The main
benefit of using the hybrid representations is again immediately obvious. As
the target frame time is decreased, resulting image quality decreases much less
for the MIXED scenario than for the PM scenario. This is mainly because in
the MIXED scenario, much higher quality can be used for the nearby objects,
which matters most for the resulting image quality.

Referring back to the discussion in section 4.6.1 on the use of local opti-
mizations for global improvements, we can see that by selecting the appro-
priate switching distance for each object separately also results in a global
improvement of the final image quality of the whole scene. This does however
not guarantee a theoretically optimal solution, but from figure 5.8 we can con-
clude that it delivers an improvement in image quality compared to a recently
introduced geometry only approach, which is what we set out to achieve.

5.4 Discussion

We presented our approach for a more automatic and objective LoD model
creation process. We used an image quality metric for determining in prepro-
cessing when to switch from standard geometry representations to image-based
representations for each model. The image quality metric is used for deter-
mining at which distance the image-based representation provides sufficient
image quality compared to the geometrical version. These measurements are
performed for a subset of viewpoints on the viewing sphere and stored for use
during rendering.

With regard to future work, we will be looking into other image metrics
for determining the quality difference between the images rendered using the
different representation types, in order to see if there are any other metrics
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Figure 5.7: Framerate evolution for the PM and MIXED scenarios where the
target frame time was adjusted from 66ms to 10ms.

Figure 5.8: SSIM quality measurements for the indicated points in figure 5.7.
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that are more suitable for comparing image quality in our situation.
Another line of future work is situated in device aware preprocessing of

the LoD data because the timing results for the model rendering depend on
the system that is targeted. If we would for instance want to target mobile
devices, we would probably need a slightly altered preprocessing solution,
more specifically targeted to the much lower mobile capabilities. This topic
will be analyzed in more detail in the next chapter which focusses on mobile
application deployment.



CHAPTER6

Adaptations for Display On Mobile Devices

Traditional Networked Virtual Environment applications such as the Sec-
ondLife [Linden] and There [There] online virtual communities only allow
their users to access the virtual environment from a desktop or laptop PC,
which does not allow the users to access the NVE at any time or place they
want. While a laptop PC does provide some degree of mobile access to the
NVE, it is not very practical to carry around all the time. The recent evolu-
tion in PDA and SmartPhone technologies could provide us with a solution to
this problem. Because of their small form factor, these devices can be carried
around all the time. Furthermore, the recent increase in wireless access point
installations, for instance in airports and large cities, allows us to be online at
an increasing number of locations where a standard PC or laptop is not always
available or convenient to use. Related to this, next generation mobile com-
munication systems are starting to find their way into the consumer market,
making increased bandwidth wireless connections available for an even wider
public.

Another aspect in this mobile evolution is the advent of enhanced graphics
processors specifically targeted towards mobile devices. All the major chip
manufacturers have already presented their upcoming solutions for mobile
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rendering. Several new devices, such as the Sony PSP [Sony], Nokia N-Gage
[Nokia], and Dell Axim X51V [Dell], have been released. These devices in-
corporate fast processors reaching maximum speeds of over 600Mhz [Intel c]
and increased graphics capabilities [ATI][Intel a][NVidia]. Furthermore, mo-
bile data storage cards have already reached capacities well over 1GB, thereby
also removing previous storage limitations. All these advances are specifically
targeted towards enabling 3D networked applications on mobile devices.

There are, however, a number of problems that arise when considering
these kinds of applications on mobile devices. Although the capabilities have
increased a lot, processing power and battery life still remain issues which need
to be taken into consideration. The main contribution of the ideas presented
in this chapter is to give the users the possibility to logon to the online virtual
world at any time and place they desire. The interface we propose consists
of a 3D view of the environment similar to the view presented on a desktop
system. This would enable users to, for instance, get an update of the state of
their avatar and the virtual world or perform some tasks when they are away
from their desktop system.

6.1 Related Work

Current PDA devices exhibit four major restrictions: limited graphics and pro-
cessing capabilities, limited networking capabilities and limited storage space
and battery life. These restrictions are the main reason why several research
efforts on rendering virtual environments on PDA devices have been focussing
on a remote rendering solution. This type of solution will be looked at in the
next chapter, whereas we investigate local rendering in the current chapter.

Another line of development has been focussing on actual 3D rendering
on the PDA device, which is what we set out to explore in this chapter.
These developments have been inspired by the introduction of several 3D APIs
and rendering engines for PDA devices such as Java3D [Sun], OpenGL ES
[Khronos] and Segundo3D [Ideaworks3D]. Furthermore, as mentioned above,
almost all hardware manufacturers are targeting mobile devices by designing
improved components that enable 3D rendering capabilities similar to desktop
systems.

Although device capabilities are starting to improve, efficient transmission
and rendering strategies will still be needed for a smooth user experience when
wirelessly connecting to an NVE. An important aspect will be to limit the
amount of data that needs to be transmitted by using optimized and scalable
data representations which can also be beneficially used for faster rendering.
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In [Lamberti 03a] and [Lluch 05], 3D multi-resolution rendering solutions for
PDA devices are put forth that use the progressive mesh technique presented in
previous chapters. Other work similar to this has been presented in [Tack 04],
in which a Pareto based optimization is used for run-time LoD selection. These
however do not make use of efficient image-based representations as we are
using in this work. Furthermore, the virtual environments are often very
static or lacking in complexity.

A solution in which image-based representations, point-based to be more
specific, are used, has been presented in [Duguet 04]. However, such a point-
based representation uses a lot more storage space than the relief texture
mapped objects we are using. Sending such a point-based representation over
the mobile network would severely reduce its usefulness in our application
scenario.

So as to overcome the inherently inferior capabilities of mobile devices,
some authors, such as in [Quillet 06], [Hekmatzada 02] and [Diepstraten 04],
have resorted to non-photorealistic rendering using for instance line rendering
to speed up rendering on mobile devices. Such a non-photorealistic view is
however something we wish to avoid as we would like to render a similar view
as on the desktop systems.

6.2 Display on Mobile Devices

Our framework has, when run on a desktop system, proven to be successful
in efficiently transmitting and rendering of the worlds that exist in our NVE
database. The remainder of the chapter will describe the approach we have
developed for accessing the existing NVE and displaying the 3D environment
on mobile devices in a similar way as in the desktop application.

We have identified the following list of main issues related to developing
an NVE client application for mobile devices such as PDAs and SmartPhones:

• Display size. An inherent property of the mobile device form factor is
its reduced display size. Consequently, the amount of detail needed for
data representation in NVE applications will be lower than when using
a more stationary device such as a desktop system. Each representation
should therefore be made available in several versions of increasing detail,
so that the client can choose the one that is best suited for its setup and
current needs.

• Processing power. Although mobile processing and graphics power
is on the rise and provides us with the possibility of developing the en-
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visioned system, mobile devices will still be less powerful than desktop
systems. However, due to the limited display size, we will usually not
need as much processing or graphics power compared to desktop sys-
tems. Still, to be able to run the application on a wide range of devices,
applications should be designed and implemented as power efficiently as
possible.

• Network bandwidth. Similar to the processing power issue and again
related to available display size, bandwidth will be lower than on desktop
systems. On the other hand, because of the lower demand for high
resolution data as a result of the smaller display size, there will not be
an absolute need for very high bandwidths. Again, care should be taken
to limit transmissions as much as possible.

• Battery life. This can be seen as the fundamental limiting factor of a
PDA. Battery life is closely tied to processor usage and network activ-
ity. More processing and transmissions result in greater battery drain.
Therefore, an application that puts a great demand on these resources,
should be designed such that it is scalable with regard to resource avail-
ability.

• Interface. Mobile devices such as PDAs do not have all the input
modalities of desktop systems. They are mostly limited to touch screens
and/or a limited set of buttons. Furthermore, because of the small dis-
play size, the software interface consisting of for instance menus and
dialog boxes should be kept as concise as possible. This issue has for-
tunately been given plenty of attention in the HCI research domain
and many solutions have already been presented, as in [Coninx 03] and
[Eisenstein 01], so we will not discuss this issue further here. Our system
uses the navigation pad and stylus for interfacing with the application.

Fortunately, our hybrid representation scheme provides us with an almost
ready-made solution to these issues. The main reason for this is that it was
designed to be very scalable with regard to both transmission and rendering.
This means that we can selectively limit transmissions and required processing
power by using different resolution models. Actually, because of the limited
display size, high resolution data is usually not needed. Specifically for the
3D rendering, power consumption can be kept low when using relief-texture
mapped representations since this uses a low-cost texture mapping. The re-
lief texture maps only need to be updated when the relative position of the
viewpoint and the object’s position is changed or when the object is rotated.
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Figure 6.1: Mobile access to our NVE using a PDA.

Moreover, we can delay relief texture updates as long as this relative position
has not changed too much or when we want to further limit power consump-
tion.

The following sections will describe what has been done for the port of
our framework to the PocketPC platform. We will also analyze experimental
results which are focussed on the rendering part of the application.

6.3 Networking

Our NVE system relies on multicasting for efficient distribution of client mes-
sages [Quax 03]. Each client sends its own updates to the multicasting address
belonging to the world region it is currently positioned in. In order to receive
updates from other clients, each client subscribes to the multicasting regions
that are in its immediate surrounding area. For our PocketPC application, we
have adopted the same strategy. Figure 6.1 shows a situation where one mo-
bile client and two desktop clients are simultaneously connected to our NVE
system. Users can navigate the environment using the PDA’s navigation pad,
while rotation is performed by using the stylus.
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Our NVE system also supports transmission of environment data such as
3D and image-based models to the clients. We have unfortunately not yet
implemented this for our mobile clients. However, as we have already seen
in chapter 4, image-based models are much faster to send, so this benefit will
also count for the mobile platform. Currently, the mobile clients basically only
send and receive client position and orientation updates. Note that they also
have the possibility to receive video data from desktop users that send out
their webcam stream. The remainder of this chapter will look into the 3D
rendering part which was the main focus of our work in the mobile field.

6.4 Rendering Performance

Our goal for this chapter was to display the 3D NVE environment on the PDA
similar to the desktop version. A first question that came to mind when start-
ing this research, was how much textured triangles we would be able to render
at interactive frame times. In this section we will therefore present the results
of measuring the actual rendering performance of a recent mobile device. Be-
cause we wanted to test hardware accelerated mobile 3D rendering, we used
the Dell Axim X51v [Dell] PDA. This device has the Intel PXA270[Intel c]
with a maximum clock frequency of 624Mhz as its main processing unit. It
further incorporates a VGA screen and the Intel 2700G[Intel a] multimedia
accelerator which enables hardware accelerated video decoding and display
as well as 3D rendering. The interested reader is referred to [Intel b] where
some performance and power characteristics related to this accelerator can be
found.

In order to efficiently run the application on the mobile device platform, we
had to convert our code from float floating point to fixed point processing. A
possible result could have been an increase in rendering artefacts because of the
reduced precision of certain parameters. Fortunately, we did not experience
any reduction in image quality related to the switch to fixed point processing.
As future devices will have better provisions for floating point calculations,
this conversion will not be needed.

The results of the rendering performance test we performed are shown in
Figure 6.2. What we actually did was render a simple textured object of about
300 triangles and measure the framerate. After framerate measurement was
completed, we added the same object to the scene, making sure overlapping
was kept to a minimum. This continued until approximately 16000 triangles
were rendered and the screen was completely filled. For reasons of comparison,
this same measurement was performed for both software and hardware ren-
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of render speed for software (SW) and hardware (HW)
rendering for high (624Mhz) and low (208Mhz) CPU speed.

dering, thereby also switching between 624Mhz and 208Mhz processor speeds.
It is clear from the graph that, as was to be expected, hardware rendering
provides a much higher framerate than software rendering, no matter what
processor speed is used. Furthermore, switching to a lower CPU speed has
a much higher impact on software rendering than on hardware rendering,
clearly showing that the GPU effectively offloads the CPU during rendering.
This means that for simple applications, where little additional processing is
needed, a lower CPU speed should be sufficient. If however a GPU is not avail-
able, only very low-polygon scenes can be rendered. Note that, since a VGA
resolution was used for the rendering, actual polygon counts will be slightly
higher on the more standard QVGA devices.

6.5 LoD Preprocessing

As presented in the previous chapters, our 3D model rendering approach is
based on a hybrid representation strategy using a combination of geometrical
and image-based models. As we can already see from figure 6.2, 3D rendering
on this mobile device does not follow the linear relation we see for desktop
systems, as in figure 5.4. We therefore needed to perform a new test in order
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Figure 6.3: Polygonal rendering versus RTM: execution time as a function of
quality, distance (5, 10 and 20) and resolution (relief texture size for RTM and
number of triangles for PM)

to determine the influence on our automatic LoD creation approach presented
in chapter 5. The result of this is shown in figure 6.3, which is similar to figure
5.4 for desktop systems. This time however, the RTM resolutions start at
16x16 and end at 128x128 pixels. An important remark that should be made
again is that the recorded times for the RTMO rendering include the pre-
warp calculations. These values should therefore not be mistaken for run-time
results since the pre-warp is only performed when needed.

Similar to the desktop results, the IBR models only deliver satisfactory
image quality at further distances from the viewer than the PM models. Fur-
thermore, relief texture resolutions should be kept low in order to not overly
tax the system during RTM updates. For this mobile scenario, we have put
the relief texture resolution limit at 32x32 pixels.

With regard to the PM rendering, we can see that render time is not so
much affected by object distance as it was the case for the desktop test. Since
these devices need to render to smaller screens, in this case a VGA screen,
the graphics bottleneck is situated in the maximum triangle fill rate instead
of in the maximal pixel fill rate. So as to reduce the number of triangles in
the scene, we therefore needed to allow lower resolution levels to be used on
these devices. However, as we can see from figure 6.3, these lower resolution
PM levels still provided us with a higher image quality compared to the RTM
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models.
As with the desktop scenario, the values related to switching distance are

determined in preprocessing and stored in a table which can then be used for
LoD selection at run-time. A final remark should however be made with regard
to the texture sizes of the PM models. Because of the small target screen size,
we were able to reduce the texture resolutions without introducing reductions
in image quality. This also meant a reduction in the total compressed base
model sizes. The base model data size for the cow mode for instance, was
reduced to about 70Kb. Note that this is still significantly larger than the
corresponding base RTM model sizes so we maintain the transmission benefit
as was tested in section 4.8.

We will see in the tests performed in the next section that, for mobile
application deployment, our hybrid rendering strategy is again a perfect com-
promise between render quality and speed.

6.6 Walkthrough Test

In chapter 4, we performed a walkthrough test for a complex virtual envi-
ronment in order to see how our hybrid representation approach compared to
traditional LoD rendering. For the mobile scenario presented here, we wanted
to perform a similar test. We therefore set up a scene consisting of 60 object
instances, using the same models as in the desktop test, but as explained in
the previous section, with a lower resolution for the base mesh. The scene
walkthrough follows a similar path to the one on the desktop in that it is a
succession of translations and rotations, during which overall object counts
are steadily decreased as a result of frustum culling. The change in object
count can be seen in figure 6.5.

From figure 6.6(a) it can be seen that the maximal triangle count at appli-
cation start is about 230000 for which we got an average framerate of 0.41 fps
(not shown) using full geometry rendering. As on the desktop system however,
by applying one of the other representation types, we can seriously decrease
the frame render time. Note that the target frame time for this test was set
to 66ms.

When comparing the resulting frame times graph of figure 6.4 to the results
on the desktop system, we can see that on the PDA, it is much more difficult
to stay close to the target frame time. This is a result of the inferior pro-
cessing capabilities of the mobile device. Furthermore, for both the IBR and
mixed scenarios, we see a sudden increase in frame time at two periods during
the walkthrough (from approximately frames 1000 to 1500 and 4400 to 4600).
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Figure 6.4: Frametimes (ms) measured during a walkthrough on the PDA for
a target frame time of 66 ms (15 FPS).

Figure 6.5: Number of objects of each representation type selected by the LoD
selection algorithm for a target frametime of 66ms.
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(a) PM only

(b) Mixed

Figure 6.6: Number of PM triangles rendered during the walkthrough with a
target frametime set to 66ms.
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These two periods consist of camera movement, thereby resulting in the need
for updates to the RTM objects. Contrary to the desktop situation, the mo-
bile device performance suffers greatly in these periods because of its inferior
capabilities. When looking at figures 6.4 and 6.6(b) we can see however that
the mixed scenario is much less affected during the second movement period
because at this moment much less objects are visible and rendered using the
RTM technique than during the first period. We could further reduce this
effect by further delaying updates to the relief textures, thereby unfortunately
also introducing visual artefacts related to these late updates.

Another observation can be made by looking at the first part of the frame
time graph and the graph in figure 6.6 and the object count graph in figure 6.5.
When using the PM only approach, the application is not able to bring the
frame time down to the target frame time, even by using the lowest resolution
versions for all object instances while the mixed approach can render at the
target frame time using higher resolution versions for the nearby objects. The
result of this can also be seen from the screenshots in figure 6.7.

With regard to the MIXED scenario, another difference can be seen by
comparing the graph in figure 6.6(b) for the mobile scenario with for instance
figure 4.12 for the desktop scenario. On the PDA we are never able to render
at the maximal object resolution, while on the desktop, objects near to the
viewer are always rendered at maximum resolution. This is ofcourse a result
of the inferior rendering capabilities of the mobile device.

A second test was performed, similar to the one presented in figures 5.8
and 5.8 for desktop systems, with regard to the resulting image quality at
different target frame times. For the mobile test, we switched between target
frametimes of 200ms, 100ms and 66ms, as can be seen in figure 6.8. For each
of these target frame times, image quality is compared between the different
rendering scenarios, the results of which are presented in figure 6.9. As on
the desktop system, the MIXED scenario is able to maintain a higher quality,
while both the IBR and PM scenarios perform worse. Moreover, for a target
frame time of 66ms, the PM scenario is unable to drop to this frame time
because too many objects are currently in the view and no lower resolution
level can be selected for any of these objects. This is also reflected in the
image quality measurement in figure 6.9 where the PM scenario gives a false
indication of being able to keep up with the MIXED scenario.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.7: PDA screenshots: (a) Full geometry (b) IBR (c) PM only (d)
Mixed PM and IBR.
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Figure 6.8: Framerate evolution for the PM and MIXED scenarios where the
target frame time was adjusted from 200ms to 66ms.

Figure 6.9: SSIM quality measurements for the indicated points in figure 6.8.
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6.7 Discussion

We have successfully achieved our initial goal for this chapter which was to
gain access to our existing NVE framework using an 3D interface similar to
that on standard desktop systems. Several issues were discussed that need
to be addressed when running an NVE application on mobile devices. Our
existing hybrid rendering framework was again found to strike an effective
balance between image quality and rendering speed.

A major part that was left out of our port of the NVE framework to mobile
devices, is the ability to request environment data such as the world layout and
the 3D model representations from the server. We will be looking into adding
this feature in our mobile client. We expect that in this situation we can again
benefit from the compact image-representations to speed up transmissions, as
has been the case for our desktop based system. Furthermore, we want to do
some research on the use of more widely available services such as the GSM,
GPRS and UMTS technologies, or the upcoming HSDPA.

An main inhibiting factor of using our local rendering system is that a
relatively powerful PDA that has hardware acceleration is needed. To enable
more widespread access to our NVE from less powerful devices, we will look at
an alternative strategy for displaying the 3D view, and compare it with local
rendering, in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER7

Remote Rendering on Mobile Devices

Most consumer mobile devices on the market today either have no kind of
multimedia hardware acceleration or incorporate audio/video processing units
which enable efficient decoding and display of video streams. Spurred on by
the consumer interest for watching small video clips while on the road, great
hopes are set on the uptake of this type of multimedia consumer devices.
An increasing number of new devices incorporating some kind of multimedia
processor have therefore been put to market, and with apparent success. On
the 3D rendering front however, much less consumer devices, besides gaming
consoles, have been upgraded with hardware 3D graphics acceleration. In
order to reach a greater market for our mobile city guide, another rendering
strategy besides local rendering is therefore needed.

In our mobile usage scenario we would like to present the mobile users with
a 3D view of the existing VIC that is similar to the desktop client’s view. To
achieve this, two possible methods can be used: generating the view on the
device itself, as was presented in the previous chapter, or generating the view
remotely followed by transmission and display of the newly generated view on
the mobile device. Both techniques have their benefits and drawbacks which
we will investigate here in the context of a mobile city guide that we have
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developed as an extension to an existing in-house developed desktop system.
We also incorporated audio/video communication between different types of
devices. Figure 7.1 shows an example situation where one desktop client, one
local render mobile client and one remote render mobile client are connected
to and interacting in the same virtual city environment.

7.1 Related Work

Many consumers have expressed a great interest in keeping in touch with each
other while on the road. Because of this, almost all major mobile hardware
manufacturers have increased development of this kind of devices. In order to
enable increasingly rich and interesting applications, they are trying to make
these devices as powerful and energy efficient as possible. Some of the main
developments include increased CPU speeds, hardware-accelerated multimedia
processing and 3D graphics, and increasingly powerful network connections.
Mobile devices have therefore recently also gained significant attention in the
research community. Novel applications are being devised which make use of
the increased mobile device capabilities.

With regard to remote rendering, our remote render server side setup was
presented and its performance was analyzed in [Quax 06]. This server setup
was further built upon in this work in order to enable remote rendering for the
mobile clients. In this chapter, we put forth our remote rendering solution on
the mobile device itself which has not yet been handled in [Quax 06] where the
encoding performance of the remote renderer was mainly analyzed. We also
incorporate our first results related to video communication between desktop
and mobile clients. Furthermore, we add the functionality provided by an
application logic server, which can be used separately from the remote render
server. The next subsections will present further related work for both local
and remote rendering of 3D urban environments on mobile devices.

7.1.1 Local Rendering for Urban Environments

In [Quillet 06], the authors present a technique for efficient rendering of large
city models on mobile devices. They propose to perform a combination of
edge detection and vectorization on the building textures in preprocessing,
resulting in a series of feature lines that can be used to represent the building
in a non-photorealistic way. Using this technique, much less data is needed
for each building, which speeds up transmission while still presenting a rec-
ognizable view of the city. This technique is similar to the work presented in
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Figure 7.1: A desktop client, a local render client (left PDA) and a remote
render client (right PDA) connected to the same NVE
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[Diepstraten 04], which determines line representation on the server at run-
time which means a line representation has to be sent each frame, increasing
the load on the server. Another work related to mobile city rendering was pre-
sented in [Nurminen 06], where a textured city model was rendered on mobile
devices. All these works however only deal with static environments without
user-to-user interaction. As before, however, we target fully dynamic envi-
ronment applications which support audio/video communication between the
users.

7.1.2 Remote Rendering

Rendering and interacting with dynamic virtual interactive communities often
requires large amounts of data and processing power. Although mobile devices
are becoming increasingly powerful, processing and rendering such an environ-
ment will be out of reach for all but a small subset of available devices for some
time. Remote rendering is therefore often seen as a key enabling technology for
implementing this type of application on mobile devices. Most recent works
on remote rendering however, such as [Cohen-Or 02] and [Brachtl 01], only
provide a very limited interface to control navigation through an otherwise
static environment. The work presented in [Lamberti 03b] is on the other
hand more closely related to our work. Their remote rendering server solution
uses the Chromium system, in which the final view is rendered by a server
farm. The contribution of each server is gathered by a central server which
assembles the final image and transmits it to the PDA client. This means
that the PDA is only used as a remote interaction and visualization device,
which overcomes some limitations of these devices. The fundamental differ-
ence with our remote render server solution is that their server architecture
relies heavily on the Chromium framework [Humphreys 02] while our remote
render server uses a plugin architecture that enables the use of a wide range of
render engine types [Quax 06]. A plugin could for instance use the Chromium
framework, but also simple DirectX or OpenGL rendering or any other type
of render system. This provides an even more generic solution that can be
custom tailored for each specific need.

Another similar solution is presented in [Chang 02], but in this paper the
remote renderer generates depth images which are then sent to the mobile
device. Here, the 3D image warping technique is used to provide a better
update rate for the visualization instead of having to wait for a new image to
arrive from the remote renderer. This way, the client tries to hide the latency
introduced by the remote rendering. A last example of the use of remote
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rendering for PDA visualization is the work presented in [Brachtl 01] which
describes an application that focusses on mobile path finding. Contrary to the
previous two papers, however, the final rendering consists of a short animation
that is sent in its entirety to the PDA instead of single frames, which severely
limits interactivity. Note that these remote rendering applications are mostly
limited to static environments and would not scale well to a large-scale multi-
user NVE application such as the one we are focussing on in this work.

7.2 Mobile City Guide

In order to test the ideas presented in this chapter, we developed a mobile
extension to our existing in-house developed desktop virtual interactive com-
munity system. The application is meant to be used as a mobile city guide
which runs on off-the-shelf mobile hardware that is handed out to tourists vis-
iting the city (through visitor information centers) or hardware that is owned
by inhabitants of the city. The 3D environment tries to mirror the city as
closely as possible by using photographs taken by the users themselves as tex-
tures for the building facades. By doing this, the users themselves can build
up and improve the appearance of the virtual city environment. A user-driven
rating system is used in order to select which picture to display for a building’s
facade. This way, users get a greater feeling of involvement, which encourages
them to spend more time in the virtual world.

While the users are walking through the city, GPS tracking is meant to
be used in order to position them as accurately as possible in the virtual
environment. This way, people should be able to track each other while walk-
ing through the city. Users can request information about a specific building
such as a restaurant or a shop. A web-based forum is used to allow users
to leave messages with regard to a building for other users to discuss. They
can also augment these messages with other media types such as pictures and
audio/video fragments. Specific metadata can be coupled to each building by
its owner. Restaurants could for instance post their menus, while shops could
announce special promotions. Further details of this mobile city guide setup
are beyond the scope of this work and can be found in [Jehaes 08]. Here we will
be focussing on the issues related to rendering the mobile clients’ view. The
results of this chapter are however not limited to the mobile city guide pre-
sented here, but are generally applicable to a much wider range of networked
mobile applications that require 3D rendered views.
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Figure 7.2: System setup: desktop and mobile clients use the same infrastruc-
ture to connect to and interact with the virtual environment. Remote render
clients interact with the remote render server and the application logic server.

7.3 System Setup

Our system was constructed to allow a diverse range of client types to connect
simultaneously to the virtual community and interact with each other. These
client types include desktop clients, mobile clients using local rendering and
mobile clients using remote rendering. While desktop clients normally connect
via a fixed broadband connection, mobile clients must be able to use wireless
connections such as WiFi and GPRS/UMTS which are available throughout
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the city. Since these networks do not allow multicasting to be used, we needed
to resort to a client-server architecture. This client-server system architecture
including all main components and their connections is shown in figure 7.2.

In order to connect to the virtual environment, clients first connect to the
SIP server, which handles authentication and session management and keeps
an address book of all the other servers in the system. After successful session
setup, the clients are given the address of the world server they need to connect
to. This world server is the most important server in the system. It stores a
current and persistent state of the dynamic parts of the virtual environment
and is furthermore responsible for the distribution of this state to the clients
or other servers in the system. The static world layout and assets are stored
on the content server which also manages the forum part of the application.

These first three servers are sufficient for the cases of desktop clients and
local rendering mobile clients. With regard to the case of remote render mobile
clients, the first extra server that is needed is the remote render server. Remote
render clients are registered with the remote render server after which this
server can start requesting the world state and assets that are needed to render
this client’s view. It outputs a compressed video stream which is then sent to
the mobile client where it is decoded and displayed. Secondly, because remote
render clients have no state information themselves, an application logic server
is needed which handles user interactions related to the VIC application. Both
servers related to remote rendering will be presented in more detail, but first
we will discuss the benefits and drawbacks related to both local and remote
rendering.

7.4 Local Rendering

As mentioned, graphics hardware manufacturers have recently become very
active in the field of mobile devices. For mobile phones this activity is mainly
focused on speeding up video decoding and rendering. Gaming consoles, on
the other hand, have created a large momentum for hardware accelerated 3D
graphics on mobile devices. Using such an accelerator enables rendering of our
virtual city environment on the mobile device itself. This puts the processing
load at the client side and enables the use of a lightweight server which mainly
manages client state changes. Each new client only introduces a small amount
of server side processing, resulting in a highly scalable server side setup.

With regard to user interaction and scene navigation, direct manipulation
is possible because of the close coupling between user interaction and appli-
cation state changes without introducing delays. This of course increases the
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feeling of interactivity, under the assumption that a sufficient framerate can be
maintained, which often limits the amount of data, and therefore also image
quality, that can be used for rendering. Note that even when the network con-
nection momentarily drops, users can continue navigating the environment,
which, as we will see in the next section, is not the case for remote rendering.

One of the largest drawbacks related to this local rendering approach is
the fact that all data needed for rendering and state processing needs to be
available at client side. This can become a bottleneck when large amounts
of data need to be rendered. Care should therefore be taken not to overload
the system, which can be achieved by using efficient visibility, multiresolution
and data caching algorithms. These can reduce the requirements for data
processing, rendering, transmission and storage. If possible, as much data as
possible should be pre-installed on the device in order to limit data transmis-
sion at runtime. Our application runs from a pre-installed city map which can
be updated and augmented at runtime by requesting data from the content
server.

7.5 Remote Rendering

Remote rendering is an ideal alternative for rendering complex environments
on less capable devices because decoding and displaying a video stream is
within reach of a much wider range of mobile devices. The client becomes a
lightweight terminal which only needs to transmit user interaction and receive,
decode and render the resulting remotely rendered stream. System load then
becomes very predictable which facilitates device resource management. The
remaining stumbling block for a remote render application is however the con-
stant availability of a network connection of sufficient bandwidth. Compared
to local rendering, for which network blackouts go by pretty much unnoticed,
remote rendering completely breaks down when the network connection fails
for even a short time. Many cities are in the process of providing city-wide
WiFi coverage, so we can state that this should not be a problem in the fore-
seeable future. Even when a stable WiFi connection is unavailable or when
the device has not been equipped with WiFi, 3G connections such as UMTS
or HSDPA could be used as a fallback solution.

As mentioned in section 7.3, our system uses a remote render server which
handles all stream requests from clients. In fact, based on the expected number
of remote render clients, additional remote render servers can easily be added
in order to evenly distribute the workload. Because clients in this scenario
are only dumb terminals, data security is guaranteed. This can be useful
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in situations, such as online games, where cheating is possible by analyzing
received application data. Furthermore, server application updates can easily
be scheduled, especially when multiple render servers are in use.

Our remote render scenario can be applied to a wide range of devices, each
with its specific device capabilities, such as CPU power, screen size, network
connection and multimedia processor availability. In order to guarantee a
rendered view of sufficient quality, we allow the client to tailor the quality of
the render stream. This way, the user has more control over which aspect
to give more importance to: image quality or framerate. A result of this,
however, is an increase in server side management complexity because handling
different client resolutions on one server is not as efficient as rendering at a
fixed resolution per server. This situation could also be solved by using a
proxy server that performs video transcoding. For more information on this
latter topic, the interested reader is referred to [Wijnants 07].

Looking further into the server side processing requirements, in order to
render a correct view for each of the registered clients, the render server needs
to continuously receive state updates for all clients that have registered for
a remote render stream. Furthermore, visibility needs to be determined for
each of the registered clients and the visible information needs to be requested
for all these visible areas. Fortunately, our city environment is not overly
large and can easily be rendered on a single server. Should the environment
be overly large, space partitioning could be used so that each server becomes
responsible for only a subset of the environment.

Related to processing requirements, it is obvious that this remote render
scenario can be used to display a much richer environment compared to the
local render scenario. Current desktop graphics accelerators are capable of
rendering large environments using a wide range of special effects at interac-
tive frame rates. Furthermore, mobile applications often require special scene
modeling in order to keep the framerate at an interactive level. This is no
longer needed, which frees up time for the modeling department.

While local rendering could make use of a direct manipulation style, the
delays introduced by the remote render pipeline can make this type of in-
teraction unresponsive and consequently annoying to use. This is of course
very dependant on the complexity of the view that needs to be rendered, the
amount of connected clients, the type of network used and the current net-
work load. For our application interface, we have therefore selected to use
navigation buttons on the bottom of the screen which can be used to navigate
a predetermined street graph, turning the navigation into a more goal-based
scheme. An example of this interface can be seen in figure 7.3. Each button
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Figure 7.3: Left: local render mobile client. Right: remote render mobile
client. Both get a similar view of the virtual environment in which they can
see and interact with each other.

translates or rotates the client’s avatar until a fixed value has been reached.
Delays using this approach were found to be much less disturbing. No formal
tests have however been conducted to confirm this.

7.5.1 Application Logic Server

Our remote render clients have no notion of the underlying application logic.
This means we need some kind of server, which we refer to as the application
logic server, to handle this for them. As can be seen from figure 7.2, this server
receives simple user interaction data from the clients after which it updates
and distributes the client’s state accordingly. This way, different applications
could easily be supported using the same client application by using a different
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application logic server for each new application.
Migrating the application logic from the mobile device to a server has obvi-

ous benefits, but also some drawbacks. The main benefit is of course a decrease
in processing requirements on the mobile device, thereby either increasing bat-
tery life or freeing up resources which could be used for requesting a higher
quality render stream. Another benefit relates to the possibility to use more
elaborate and realistic algorithms related to often computationally intensive
techniques such as collision detection, animation and physics. Furthermore,
because the application logic server usually resides close to or on the network
backbone, errors caused by client network delays are limited. This is most
relevant for techniques related to collision detection.

The addition of an extra server in the communication channel, however,
introduces additional delays with regard to client view updates. Fortunately,
because network connections between servers are usually very high speed, this
added delay is negligible in most situations. In our test setup, no extra delay
could be noticed while interacting with the application. Another drawback is
the need for additional network traffic between the world- and application logic
server related to state updates. The amount of network traffic is dependant on
the type of application and interaction supported. In the worst case scenario,
the application logic server needs to maintain a full copy of the current world
state.

7.6 Audio/Video Communication

Our desktop clients are able to send out a webcam audio/video stream which
others can subscribe to. Other desktop clients instantly see this video stream
as soon as the user’s avatar is visible [Quax 03]. This is however not feasible
for mobile clients both because of insufficient processing power and the small
screen size and resolution. Therefore, for each desktop client that is sending
out such a stream, a small television is drawn above this client’s avatar in
both the local and remote render views. The mobile user can choose to view
this video by clicking on the corresponding avatar representation. The display
then switches to a separate video window as can be seen in figure 7.4. We
have chosen to use this separate window because rendering both the 3D view
and the user’s audio/video stream would increase render times to a less than
interactive level. Furthermore, rendering both the 3D view and the video
stream would reduce their visual quality to an unacceptable level because of
the limited screen space available.
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Figure 7.4: Audio/video communication between desktop and mobile clients.
A separate window is used for efficiency.

7.7 Results

Our mobile city guide client application is implemented in C++ using the
OpenGL|ES[Khronos] framework on the Dell Axim X51v PDA [Dell]. During
startup, the user can choose between local and remote rendering. The left side
of figure 7.3 shows our mobile client application while on the right side a view
of the remote render version can be seen.

During the development of our local rendering approach for this applica-
tion, we were able to perform some optimizations specifically related to the
layout of the city data. Since our application uses a portal based visibility sys-
tem, we needed to divide up the buildings into separate sets corresponding to
the disjunct portal regions. For each region, a packed texture is then created
in pre-processing which can be used during rendering to render each portal
region in one go. we found that sending the polygons to the render system
in one call significantly increased the framerate. Because each building of our
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test city needs a separate texture, batching the triangles into one render call
can only be done when some sort of texture packing is used.

Our city environment consists of about 4000 textured triangles, which is
reduced at runtime to a worst case of about 400 triangles by implementing
visibility calculations for which we used the portal based system. Adding
some avatars, for which the model consists of about 600 triangles, brings us
to a total of about 1000 - 3000 textured triangles with a limited number of
visible clients. Together with additional state processing and networking, we
achieved very interactive speeds of about 20 to 25 frames per second using
hardware accelerated rendering at full CPU speed. Bringing down the CPU
speed has a very negative effect on the network transmissions resulting in
visible artifacts. Furthermore, reverting to software based rendering resulted
in a drop in framerate for which interactivity was barely acceptable. It is
clear that for this kind of application, we are on the limits of what is currently
possible on this device.

Switching over to the remote render scenario, we first performed some
tests in order to determine the best parameters for our render stream. Unfor-
tunately, we did not have a video decoder at our disposal that makes use of the
video decoding possibilities of the 2700G. We therefore reverted to a software
decoder which could be used to process the H263 video streams sent out from
the remote render server. We did however make use of the 2700G’s accelerated
YUV to RGB conversion and video stretching and overlay functions. Our tests
showed that by switching between software and hardware color conversion and
display, incredible speedups were possible. Actually, when we separately tested
these final 2 video processing steps, no performance penalty could be noticed
for the hardware accelerated scenario, while the software scenario could only
render at a framerate of 6 FPS. In this test, the source video was QCIF and
the destination was fullscreen VGA. Again, reducing CPU speed only affected
the performance of our software based video decoding, reducing its framerate
to 2 FPS.

After testing several different combinations of video resolution, framerate
and compression value, we decided to use a QCIF resolution H263 stream at 15
frames per second and compressed to 200000 bits per second. This delivered a
sufficiently high quality view while not overly taxing both the mobile network
connection and CPU. Measurements within our test city have shown that the
available WiFi connections can be very fluctuating, so we needed to resort
to a UMTS connection, which was much more stable while still providing a
sufficient bandwidth for our low quality video stream.

The remote render server is based on the existing desktop client. At each
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render cycle, each client’s viewport is rendered into a shared framebuffer after
which an encoder application that is hooked into the render system grabs the
framebuffer and encodes each registered client’s viewport which is sent over to
the client for display. On a single server, we can currently render a maximum
of 25 remote render views, each at QCIF resolution. Looking further at the
server setup, the application logic server proved to work very well and did not
introduce any noticeable delay. Note however, that for the moment only simple
state updates are implemented without making use of more time consuming
algorithms such as physics calculations or collision detection. Consequently,
this server can for the moment handle a sufficiently large amount of remote
render clients.

The street graph navigation coupled with the navigation buttons proved
to be very useful not only for remote rendering but also for local render-
ing because algorithms for building collision detection were no longer needed,
thereby reducing the load on the mobile CPU. It also provided a simple and
easy to learn interface for most users.

Finally, we successfully tested our audio/video communication setup. The
video decoding and display uses the same implementation as for the remote
render stream. Because we did not have a camera available on our mobile
device, we only sent out video from the desktop clients. With regard to audio,
which is sent both ways, the Speex [Xiph] based coder we used unfortunately
proved to be very time consuming, even to the point that our video decoding
was showing significant artefacts. Surprisingly, we got better results when we
disabled this codec and used uncompressed audio streams. It is therefore clear
that in this case the network connection was not the limiting factor.

7.8 Discussion

Large scale networked virtual communities are becoming increasingly popular.
Recent improvements in mobile device capabilities could enable implementa-
tions of these applications for users on the move. This way, they can maintain
a constant presence in the virtual community using a similar interface. In
this chapter we compared the two main scenarios for enabling such a mobile
version of these applications: rendering the view locally on the device and
rendering the view remotely which is then transferred to the device for dis-
play. We looked at the benefits and drawbacks of each approach which were
also derived from our test setup. This test setup was based on a mobile 3D
city guide which was successfully implemented on a device capable of both
hardware accelerated video processing and 3D rendering. We found that for
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maximum user experience, the local render case was most appropriate. On the
other hand, in order to be able to target a wider range of devices, the remote
render case provides a good fallback solution.

Our future work includes the integration of GPS navigation inside the city
to create a more automatic and user friendly way of navigation compared to
the current button based solution. We are also looking at allowing the users to
update the building textures at runtime by using their own photographs taken
from either an on-board or a separate photo camera which is connected to the
PDA via bluetooth. This will however also introduce the need to recreate the
packed textures for the portal regions. We would also like to use this camera
for sending out a video stream from the mobile clients.

With regard to our performance testing, we plan to conduct more tests on
QVGA devices to see the difference in the software based rendering approach.
More ideally, we would like the opportunity to test this application on recent
mobile gaming devices such as the Sony PSP which incorporate even much
more powerful multimedia and 3D accelerators. We are furthermore looking
for both a video decoder that can make use of the extended decoding capabil-
ities of the 2700G chip and a more efficient audio decoder.

Currently our application logic server only handles simple user interactions.
We would like to extend this server with more interesting techniques such as
physics processing and extended collision detection and see which effect this
has on the server scalability. Furthermore, this application logic server could
also be beneficially used for our local rendering clients giving them the same
increased functionalities. We are currently looking into the issues related to
this setup.
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CHAPTER8

Conclusions

In recent years, large scale networked virtual environments such as ‘There’
[There] and ‘Second Life’ [Linden] have grown a lot in popularity. These
virtual environment applications are characterized by their dynamic nature,
which relates to both the content which is downloaded from a server and the
run-time animations. When a user first enters a part of the virtual world he has
not visited before, the data needed for rendering first has to be downloaded
from a content server. Depending on the available bandwidth, this process
usually takes some time to complete. Traditional solutions for limiting this
startup time involve creation of multi-resolution versions of the models in the
database. When a model is then requested, a low resolution version is first
sent to the client, after which incremental updates are sent until the required
resolution is reached.

Despite current efforts to incrementally stream model data to the client,
scene buildup is often very noticeable and distracting. One of the main goals
in this work was therefore focussed on further reducing this download time.
Image-based rendering, a recent development situated in the graphics domain,
allowed us to successfully achieve this goal. This new rendering approach uses
images with depth to render novel images. More specifically, the relief texture
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mapping technique provides us with a compact representation which is fast
to render and integrates very well into the hardware-accelerated rendering
pipeline. We have therefore selected to use this representation type as the
lowest-resolution version of the models in our database. Experiments have
shown its benefit for both transmission and rendering, effectively reducing
scene buildup artefacts and speeding up rendering of complex environments.
Furthermore, an object grouping strategy has been presented which can be
used for speeding up the rendering in the case where many identical models,
such as avatars or trees, are visible in the current view.

One of the difficulties that arose during LoD preprocessing was the se-
lection of suitable resolutions and switching distances for the relief texture
mapped objects in our database. Since this involved much user adjustment,
there was a need for a more automatic LoD creation process. An image quality
metric was found to be very suitable for this task. By comparing the image
quality of the low resolution models to the original model at increasing dis-
tances, we were able to automatically determine the appropriate distances at
which each representation could best be used. We incorporated this automatic
LoD process into our LoD encoder and performed several experiments com-
paring the image quality of the traditional multi-resolution scenario and our
hybrid representation scenario.

With the advent of increasing mobile device capabilities in the domains of
processing, networking and hardware accelerated rendering, novel applications
are made possible for these new mobile devices. One such application is related
to the large-scale networked virtual environments we were targeting on the
desktop. Starting from the observation that users would like to stay in contact
with their networked virtual environment whenever and whereever they go, we
ported our NVE framework to a mobile device. We have analyzed the specific
limitations of these devices and, taking these into account, made adjustments
to our hybrid LoD strategy. From the tests we performed, this was found to
again strike an effective balance between rendering speed and image quality.

As most mobile devices do not contain the hardware-accelerated graph-
ics capabilities we require for local rendering of our application, we needed
to look into an alternative rendering strategy in order to support a much
wider range of devices. Many current mobile devices incorporate some sort
of hardware-accelerated video decoding functionality. We were therefore able
to implement a remote rendering solution which renders the client’s image on
a remote server. The resulting images are sent to the client as a compressed
video stream. On the mobile device, the efficient video decoding and display
capabilities can be used for showing the remotely created view. Additionally,
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we have introduced the concept of an application logic server which handles
application logic for a number of clients. We have presented the results of im-
plementing this solution for a mobile 3D city guide application and compared
this to a similar local rendering solution.

8.1 Future Work

Although our hybrid approach has already proven to be beneficial for both
transmission and rendering of model data, recent improvements to the relief
texture mapping technique can be used to further speed up the rendering. One
such improvement, presented in [Baboud 06], involves adding more images
to the representation without adding too much additional data storage and
processing. This could be used for a better representation of complex objects
consisting of multiple parts, eliminating missing data which is often caused
by an insufficient sampling density of occluded surfaces. The authors also
describe how to use the GPU for most of the processing, thereby speeding up
the rendering.

Other recent improvements to the relief mapping approach have also been
focussed on further exploiting of the GPU. Both Lee et al. and Policarpo
et al. have for instance presented such an approach [Lee 06][Policarpo 05].
By implementing this in our solution, we could further improve the rendering
performance. Note however, that for the moment this kind of technique is
only available on the latest desktop graphics cards and not on mobile devices.

Currently, the relief textures of the models in the view are updated when
either the object moves or rotates or when the camera moves. A delay is used
during fast motion so as to speed up the rendering without degrading image
quality too much. An interesting topic for further research would be to have
a more theoretical approach for deciding when there is a need for updates to
the relief textures. This would also involve scaling the relief texture update
delay with the distance and size of the objects.

With regard to model transmission, we are also looking further into the
topic of more efficient compression of the image-based models. This would
speed up the transmission of these representations even further. This will be
an important topic in our future work where we are targeting much higher
resolution image-based representations of actual urban environments. These
will be used for a more photo-realistic rendering of such an environment.

Our analysis of the mobile rendering scenario has brought forth a need
for device awareness in our mobile rendering strategy. Since mobile devices
exist with a very wide range of capabilities, some history based solution, as
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already presented in [Narayanan 00], could be used to determine what type of
rendering strategy is best suited for each device.

For our remote rendering solution, we will be adding some extensions to
the current system with regard to the application logic server. This will focus
on more complex simulations involving physics calculations in order to create
a more realistic user experience on the mobile device, comparable to current
desktop applications. Note that this will limit the number of mobile clients
we are able to support on a single application logic server.

Our NVE system supports transmission and rendering of video-based avatars,
displaying the video image as a billboard image above each user that is sending
out video data. We would also like to incorporate these into our LoD system
taking into account the specific performance needs of these video-based rep-
resentations. Also, with regard to concurrent transmission of both video and
model data, we are extending the proxy architecture with suitable bandwidth
distribution scenarios based on the specific needs of each data stream.
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APPENDIXB

Dutch Summary

In de afgelopen jaren zijn applicaties met betrekking tot genetwerkte virtuele
omgevingen (GVO) sterk toegenomen in populariteit. De eerste voorbeelden
van deze GVOs waren voornamelijk gericht op het creëren van een virtuele
gemeenschap waarin gebruikers kunnen navigeren, communiceren en samen-
werken. Recent hebben ook gaming gerelateerde aspecten zoals aanwezig in
role-playing, racing of first person shooter games hun weg gevonden in de
wereld van genetwerkte virtuele omgevingen. Bovendien worden nieuwe tech-
nologieën geintroduceerd die ervoor zorgen dat de omvang van deze virtuele
omgevingen exponentieel groeien resulterend in online virtuele gemeenschap-
pen waarin duizenden gebruikers tegelijkertijd rondlopen.

Gerelateerd aan het alsmaar uitgebreider worden van virtuele omgevingen
zijn er grote hoeveelheden data nodig voor het representeren en visualiseren
hiervan. In tegenstelling tot oudere systemen, waarbij al de data op voor-
hand lokaal opgeslagen kon worden, is er nood aan data servers zodanig dat
de gebruikers de benodigde data tijdens de uitvoering van de applicatie kun-
nen opvragen. Om zo efficient mogelijk te werken moet de data incrementeel
doorgestuurd worden zodat de gebruiker snel een eerste beeld van de omgeving
kan krijgen in lage kwaliteit. Tijdens het spel wordt de data dan voortdurend
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aangepast gebaseerd op visibility berekeningen. In dit werk richten we ons
op deze types van GVOs. Een van de belangrijkste problemen hierbij zijn de
storende artefacten die voortkomen uit het voortdurend verbeteren van het
uitzicht wanneer er nieuwe data binnen komt. Het hoofddoel van deze thesis
is dan ook het beperken van de tijd nodig voor het optimaliseren van de vi-
sualisatie daarbij lettend op het behouden van een hoge visuele beeldkwaliteit
en een voldoende hoge gebruikerservaring op zowel desktop als mobiele plat-
formen.

De onderzoeksbijdragen van dit werk richten zich op drie domeinen: data
representatie en transmissie, objectieve level-of-detail selectie en renderen op
mobiele toestellen. Eerst en vooral presenteren we een nieuwe combinatie
van bestaande beeld gebaseerde en geometrische representatie technieken voor
genetwerkte virtuele omgevingen. Ons voornaamste doel is het zo snel mo-
gelijk weergeven van een voldoende realistisch eerste beeld van de virtuele
omgeving. Verder willen we storende artefacten met betrekking tot het ver-
beteren van de visualisatie van de omgeving zo veel mogelijk beperken en
proberen we interactieve render tijden te garanderen. Hiervoor maken we ge-
bruik van beeld gebaseerde object representaties die compacter zijn dan de ge-
ometrische modellen en dus sneller verstuurd kunnen worden. Op deze manier
krijgt de gebruiker dus sneller een eerste beeld van de omgeving in vergelijking
met traditionele geometrische technieken. Tegelijkertijd behouden we door de
combinatie van beeld gebaseerde en geometrische technieken een goede beeld-
kwaliteit. Meetresultaten van zowel benodigde rekentijd en netwerk gebruik
tonen duidelijk de voordelen van het voorgestelde systeem.

Ten tweede besteden we aandacht aan objectieve level-of-detail selectie.
Traditioneel gezien wordt het probleem van het interactief renderen van grote
3D omgevingen opgelost met behulp van polygonale LoD selectie technieken
die gebruik maken van een combinatie van metrieken zoals afstand, projectie-
grootte en belangrijkheid. Ons werk rond gecombineerde representatie tech-
nieken heeft reeds zijn nut bewezen voor het representeren en renderen van
complexe omgevingen. Een belangrijke open vraag is echter wanneer er juist
overgeschakeld moet worden tussen geometrische en beeldgebaseerde repre-
sentaties tijdens het renderen om een doel render snelheid te bereiken met
een zo hoog mogelijke kwaliteit. We bestuderen dit probleem en presenteren
een oplossing gebruik makend van een objectieve beeld kwaliteit metriek die de
beeldkwaliteit zo goed mogelijk optimaliseert. Verscheidene metingen, zoals de
resulterende rendertijd en beeldkwaliteit, worden geanalyseerd om zodoende
de voordelen van onze oplossing duidelijk te maken.

Ten laatste willen we de gebruikers de mogelijkheid bieden om toegang te
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krijgen tot de GVO eender waar en wanneer ze willen. Daarvoor is er dus nood
aan een mobiele oplossing gebruik makend van bijvoorbeeld een PDA of Smart-
Phone. We beschrijven onze oplossing voor het weergeven van 3D omgevingen
op zulke toestellen en bespreken de problemen die hierbij opduiken. Con-
creet gezien herbruiken we de resultaten van ons werk rond gecombineerde
representatie en LoD selectie om het geheugenverbruik en processorgebruik
te limiteren wat belangrijk is voor de levensduur van de batterij op een mo-
biel toestel. Daarnaast bekijken we een alternatieve oplossing voor minder
krachtige toestellen waarbij het beeld op een render server opgebouwd wordt.
Deze beelden worden dan als een video stream naar de gebruiker gestuurd die
het enkel moet decoderen en weergeven. We onderzoeken de voor- en nadelen
van deze techniek ten opzichte van het lokaal renderen van het beeld.
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